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Resonance Compensation of Large AC Drivetrains with Significant Time Lag

Sanford Gurian

(ABSTRACT)

AC main drives, such as cycloconverters, offer the possibility of higher speed and torque
response over their DC counterparts.  The price to be paid, however, is torque ripple which is a
function of the operating frequency.  Even a small value of ripple, at an underdamped plant
resonant frequency, may be multiplied by the plant "Q" to a large enough value to cause trouble.
Typical classical approaches used in the rolling mill industry to deal with mechanical resonance
tend to fall apart with large values of time lag.  We investigate a modified LQR/LQE approach
using a torque sensor as the feedback element.  The result is a low order SISO filter that
suppresses the effects of the torque ripple on the underdamped plant.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

Mechanical resonance in metal rolling mill drive systems can be so high as to initiate rolling
chatter and prevent the tuning of high response speed regulators.  Since the thickness control,
particularly in cold rolling, is dependent on high response speed regulators the impact of
mechanical resonance can directly affect  strip dimensional quality.  The elimination or
significant reduction of resonance effects is therefore highly desirable.

This thesis will cover the analysis of a typical rolling mill electro-mechanical drivetrain, classical
methods for dealing with resonance compensation and finally a state space method using a shaft
mounted torque sensor. The development stages of the Resonance Compensator (REC) start with
the conceptual designs using dynamic simulation and computer based modern control tools.  The
development proceeds through laboratory testing using a real-time control simulation connected
to a small drive system model.  Later the control was tested at the General Electric large motor
manufacturing operation in Peterborough, Ontario, using two 5755 kW AC motors mechanically
connected back-to-back and driven under mutual load with two cycloconverters.  Finally the
system was tested during field trials on an advanced two stand reversing cold rolling mill also
using the cycloconverter drives.

Specifically, we will be concerned here with the effect torque ripple has on an underdamped
drive train.  Any ripple at the input to the plant will be multiplied by some gain, possibly large,
due to the presence of underdamped resonant poles.  This, in fact turns out to be quite a common
situation for rolling mill drivetrains.

A mill drivetrain will have a number of resonant frequencies depending on the configuration of
shafts, spindles, gears, etc. The first resonance is usually the worst and is the one we model with
the equivalent two mass model.  Typical values range from 15 to 45Hz.  We do not model the
effect of strip at the roll bite.

In the past, when the only tool an engineer had was a bode ruler, drivetrain resonance problems
were difficult to diagnose, model and to compensate.  Now with simulation and analysis
packages such as MATLAB, modern tools and theory can be brought to bear on the subject in
conjunction with classical methods such as root locus which are still indispensable for the insight
they provide.  This melding of the modern and classical is perhaps the  major contribution of this
thesis.

To get an idea of the problem, consider Figure 1.1.  This is a waterfall plot which shows a
succession of shaft torque frequency data as we ramp the operating speed of the 15HP
cycloconverter test plant from zero to twice  Base Speed.  For reference, the cursor is set at 46Hz
(the plant resonance). The x12 torque harmonics are clearly visible when they coincide with the
plant resonance at operating speed of about 4Hz. Our job is simply to flatten these peaks.
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Chapter 2. Review of Literature

2.1 Torsional Resonance and Mill Chatter
It goes without saying that a metal rolling mill is a complicated beast, both mechanically and
electrically.  It should be no surprise then that such a thing should fall prey to many kinds of
vibrations and produce all manner of noise.  We are of course concerned with the pathological
variety.  Mehan, Edwards and Wallace [16] give a taxonomy, if you will, of the major varieties
of noise, or chatter as it is usually termed.  Torsional chatter, of which this thesis is concerned,
involves the drivetrain and is typically in the range of 5-25Hz.  Third Octave chatter is produced
by the interaction of the mill stand with strip tension and is in the range of 125-240Hz.  Finally,
Fifth Octave chatter can be produced by backup roll marks which can excite the mill into
resonance.  Typically this is in the range of 500-800Hz.  None of this is cut-and-dried, as many
factors contribute to chatter of whatever ilk.  Gallenstein [17] discusses the effects that
lubricating conditions, strip thickness and strip hardness can have on torsional chatter.  A small
scale laboratory cold mill was used to study these effects.  Interestingly, the torsional resonant
frequency was 40Hz, which is near the 45Hz frequency seen in the lab where this thesis data was
obtained. Wright [18] discusses typical mill drivetrain mechanical layouts, how shaft stiffness
can be calculated, favorable characteristics and the use of resilient couplings (for increased
damping).  Carter [19] also discusses torsional vibrations, cyclic disturbances (such tachometer
ripple) and gear backlash.  Bode plot analysis is presented showing some possible remedies, such
as de-tuning, lag filtering and notch filtering.  These will be discussed more fully in Chapter 4.
Among the many useful things that Carter points out is that a shaft nodal point is an
advantageous place to position the tach thereby preventing the speed regulator from adversely
reacting to the torsional oscillation.  He also points out that the effect of backlash is to always
reduce the stiffness of the mechanical system.  This observation is used in Chapter 14 when
backlash is analyzed using root locus with varying spring stiffness.

2.2 Model Following & Adaptive Control Techniques
Hasegawa, et al, of Toshiba [20] discuss a model following control they call simulator following
control (SFC) which can applied to both DC and AC drives.  The idea is that a model
incorporating a single pole lag for the current regulator with that of an ideal inertial load is
driven by the same reference as the plant.  The difference between the ideal speed signal and that
of the plant’s drives some sort of proportional-derivative (PD) controller that generates the
correction signal injected into the current regulator reference.  The PD controller is tunable so as
to improve impact load response with the proportional element, while the derivative element is
used to suppress the torsional resonance.  Results look promising, but no method for the tune-up
is shown.  Also, pure time lag does not seem to be accounted for nor is robustness considered.
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Asea-Brown-Bovari (ABB)  [21] advertised a commercial product called RFE (resonance
frequency eliminator) control in 1993 which appears to be some combination of manual tuning
and adaptive techniques, the idea being that it should be easily tuned at site by field personnel.
Increased speed regulator performance, better load disturbance response and increased backlash
immunity along with good robustness are claimed.

A later Toshiba paper [22], describes an improvement over the SFC control by using a model
reference adaptive control (MRAC) scheme to adapt the model follower parameters.  The
adaptation scheme assumes a first order model which was deemed feasible for the
microprocessors of the time (1987).  Robustness was demonstrated by varying the field current
which can be viewed as producing a commensurate change in the mechanical system inertia.
Application to torsional resonance suppression was not addressed. The main issue is maintaining
good speed regulator and load torque response in the face of parameter uncertainty.

A comprehensive paper from Kawasaki Steel [23], discusses various causes of shaft vibration
and gives some measures to help suppress such vibration, including a model follower control
(MFC) similar to that described in [20].  These efforts were tested in a tandem cold mill.  Some
aggravating factors for shaft vibration include faster speed regulators, digital control and its
inherent latency and drive torque ripple.  Analog speed control is shown to be superior to digital
speed control for vibration suppression (probably due to the lower latencies). The drive system
they analyzed used a straight proportional integral (PI) speed regulator which gives a double
break in conjunction with the mechanical inertia.  (Unlike the inner proportional loop – outer PI
loop speed regulator analyzed in this thesis.)   With this arrangement should the current regulator
crossover be too close to the mechanical resonance, instability can occur since there may not
enough attenuation from the current regulator breakpoint to the mechanical resonance to keep the
gain below unity.  Speed feedback filtering was found to be appropriate in this case.   A 60r/s
speed regulator is claimed.

2.3 Estimator Based Control
Wilharm [24] discusses observer design for multiple spring mass systems specifically for
turbine-generator systems.  The estimated shaft torques are used for monitoring, not control.  The
measured variable is essentially equivalent to motor speed.  The author of this thesis makes no
claim to a full understanding of this paper, but a number of points did stand out.  The general
form of  the linear 2nd order differential equations describing the modal system and how these
can be converted to a set of 1st order equations; that this last can be written in terms of speed
differences and thereby the order drops by one, making this more suitable to simulations. A
thorough knowledge of the measured signal spectrum is desirable.  And finally, the use of root
locus for observer stability analysis.  All this was found useful, particularly in Chapter 10.
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Another interesting paper, Ohmae et al., of Hitachi [25], makes use of the observation (refer to
Figure 3.2),

sJsam

1
)( ττω −= (2.1)

That is, that net torque due to the difference of the applied and shaft torques drives the motor
inertia to produce speed.  Therefore, given speed feedback and motor applied torque (or
measured current in the case of a DC drive), Equation 2.1 can be rewritten for shaft torque,

 ( )sJmas ωττ −= (2.2)

From this a shaft torque observer can be built, provided that the applied torque or motor current
is available as a low latency, high quality signal (this is not a problem for a DC drive) and the
speed feedback signal is of suitable quality, that is, low latency with high resolution.  The
estimated shaft torque then drives a filter that feeds into the torque (or current) reference.  It is
not hard to show that differentiating the estimated shaft torque signal will result in increased
damping of the mechanical resonant poles as the loop is closed.  The filter then, comprises a
differentiator with a lead to cancel the torque (current) regulator pole.  The brunt of the paper
describes the observer and the technique used to squeeze as much resolution as possible from the
2400 pulse-per-revolution tachometer.  The design was tested on a laboratory DC drive system
which had a mechanical resonance of 15Hz.  Very promising results were obtained.  The
advantage of the design is that no prior identification of the mechanical resonant frequency is
needed.  However, problems were encountered at low speeds due to the limitations of the tach
which could be remedied by a higher resolution tach.  Robustness was not really discussed, in
particular with respect to time delay.  Simulations by the author of this thesis using shaft torque
feedback ( a “perfect” observer) with the compensator filter described above indicated that time
delay could be a problem.

Harakawa, Yui and Sumitani of Nippon Steel [26] weigh in with a reduced order observer
employing speed feedback and current feedback.  With a state to estimate load torque, the full
order observer was 5th order (2-inertia model plus current regulator, but no time delay was
included in the model).  By considering the current feedback as a sensor input, (along with the
speed feedback) the order could be reduced to a 3rd order design (reasonable since we do not
have to model the current regulator if we have a measurement).  It is not clear as to how the
observer gains were picked, other than to make them “2 to 2.5 times as high as that of the control
system.”  The state feedback gains were apparently tunable, though precisley how this was done
was somewhat vague.  Results were somewhat sketchy, but seemed to indicate improved speed
regulator response and performance.  Still, the paper is interesting insofar as the derivation of the
observer is concerned.
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Another Hitachi paper, Dhaouadi, Kubo and Tobise [27], also utilized a reduced order design
employing speed feedback and current feedback.  As in [26] a 2-inertia model, load torque
estimator, the current regulator, but not time delay are included in the design model.  A full state
estimator was designed as well as a reduced order design. The reduced order design was
performed similar to that of  [26].  Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR) was used to select the full
order observer gains.  The paper was somewhat vague as to how the reduced order observer
gains were selected, other than to say they were “selected by adjusting the observer bandwidth.”
The state feedback gains were selected using a Bessel filter prototype as outlined by Franklin and
Powell.  An interesting aspect of this paper is that the speed regulator is included in this all state
space design.  By comparison, the resonance compensation schemes previously outlined
embedded the compensator inside a conventional (PI) speed loop.  This would seem to be a
nightmare for field personnel, as field engineers are not usually well versed in state space
methods. Still, the authors claim a speed regulator response of 80r/s in simulation.  The roll
inertia and spindle stiffness were varied in simulation and the design performed well.

2.4 Torque Sensor Based Compensators
So far, all the compensators described above use tach feedback as the primary sensing element.
Tach feedback has many problems since the torsional component present in the signal is very
small.  The shaft torque signal, is an excellent signal to use provided the sensor is of good quality
and the placement is adequate.  Butler, et al., [29] describe a scheme using torque sensor
feedback.  For scale model testing, they used proportional shaft torque feedback into the current
regulator reference.  A phase advance of some sort is used to compensate for phase lags
introduced by the sampling.  It is easy to show (for instance by root locus) that this must employ
positive feedback. Scale model results of load step response was good, provided no current rate
limiting occurred.  For site test, the compensator scheme was modified to a scheme akin to that
described above [25] where the torque feedback is differentiated, but with the added twist that a
proportional path is also included.  Site tests were not as impressive, but this is most likely due to
the current rate limit which was 25 PU/s, which no doubt necessitated turning down the
compensator gains.  The author of this thesis simulated this proportional-derivative (PD)
compensator with some success and found that the results were indeed very good.  It is a simple,
surprisingly robust scheme that does not require knowledge of the plant resonance. Though to be
sure, it would be wise to simulate before installing at site, which would then require plant
knowledge.  The authors point out various problems with torque sensors, such as noise spikes
and bursts, drop outs, drift and gain offset, mainly due to problems in the telemetry. Using a
permanent power supply instead of battery power was the solution.  An excellent paper.
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Chapter 3. Drive Train Models
Before discussing resonance compensation, it is advantageous to understand the mechanical
system and its interaction with the speed and torque regulators. Figure 3.1 shows the entire drive
train model used in analyzing a system with a set of resonant poles. This we denote as the Design
Model.  The drive response is modeled as a simple lag with time delay.  The speed regulator lead
is tuned to cancel out the inner speed loop lag.  The outer loop is tuned to one-half the inner loop
crossover.  This yields a stiff  Type 1 regulator.  The strip is not modeled.

Besides the Design Model, there are several other models of increasing complexity which are
useful for analysis,

1. Simulation Models: More realistic models combining continuous time (CT) models
(including nonlinearities such as signal clamps, rate-of-rise clamps and gear backlash) and
discrete time (DT) models (including sampled data effects arising from analog-to-digital
converters (A/D), digital-to-analog converters (DAC),digital tachometers and finite sample
rates) used in time domain simulation.  We use VISSIM to perform these simulations.

2. Truth Models: For a complex drive system such as used in a rolling mill, we use a multiple
spring-mass model. The Design Model is derived from the Truth Model.  This simulation is
performed using MATLAB.

-
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Figure 3-1: Design Model
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3.1 Design Model
The Design Model incorporates a simplified model of the mechanical system, the torque
regulator and the time delay.

3.1.1 Two-Inertia Mechanical Model

Figure 3.2 shows the 2-inertia (or loosely, 2-mass) model.  The derivation is as follows -

− = ⋅ − + ⋅ −

− = ⋅ − + ⋅ −

J L K

J L K

1 1 1 2 1 2

2 2 2 1 2 1

�� ( ) ( )
�� ( ) ( )

θ ω ω θ θ
θ ω ω θ θ

  (3.1)

where,

J J1 2,  - motor and load inertias
K         - spring constant
L         - damping
θ θ1 2,   - motor and load positions
ω ω1 2,  - motor and load velocities
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Figure 3-2: Mechanical 2-Inertia Model
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To find the characteristic equation, we collect terms and go into the s-domain,
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and then take the determinant,

s s J J sL J J K J J2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2⋅ + + + +( ( ) ( ))  (3.3)

We have a rotational component, 1 2/ s , due to the coupling between torque and position,  and a
resonant component which can be rewritten as,
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We need the state space form for the model based compensator.  Assigning state variables:
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we obtain,
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At this point we note the right hand side is in terms of  position and velocity difference.  We
introduce the following state variable, ∆θ  -

∆
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θ θ θ
θ ω ω θ θ
= −

= − = −
1 2

1 2 1 2
� � � (3.8)

Rewriting the state equations in terms of position and velocity,
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we finally obtain,
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with states assigned as in Figure 3.2.  Note that since we need only the position difference, the
model order dropped by one.

Next, we investigate the transfer functions between applied torque and shaft torque, and between
applied torque and motor velocity.  There are as usual, a number of ways to do this.  We choose
block diagram reduction.  See Figure 3.3
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First we find,
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then work our way to the others,
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There are a number of things to note.

1. The rotational component disappears when taking the TF to shaft torque.  This allows us to
drop the model order by one for the torque REC design model.  Also, this will result in a
high-pass characteristic for the torque REC.

2. The resonance compensation is basically proportional to the velocity difference which the
speed regulator insures is non-zero only during transients.

3. We may  have a position difference due some amount of load torque.  In our  lab drivetrain,
using, τ θ= ⋅K ∆ , this windup at 1 PU load results in about .17 degrees shaft twist.  This
steady state position difference is immaterial to the job of damping the resonant poles.

4. The REC need only be an AC filter.
5. The TF from applied torque to motor velocity  has a 1/s rotational component: Constant

applied torque results in the motor and load velocities to ramp unless there is a load torque to
balance it out - and vice-versa.  With a constant load torque, the speed regulator must supply
a constant torque reference.

6. The TF from applied torque to motor speed has resonant zeros at ( K J/ 2 ).  By taking the
ratio of the resonant zeros to the resonant poles we can express the resonant zeros in terms of
the resonant poles,
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8. The resonant zeros are always before the resonant poles.
9. There are no resonant zeros in the TF from applied torque to load speed.
10. Taking the frequency response from applied torque to shaft torque and letting ω ω= o ,
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This is the resonant gain seen at the shaft by any ripple in the applied torque.  In other words, this
gain is proportional to the standard 2nd order system resonant gain by the load-to-total inertia
ratio.  However, this should be taken advisedly as both the resonant frequency and damping
change from their initial values as the speed loops are closed.  This will be shown in the next
chapter.
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11. Referring to Figure 3.1, ripple as seen by the motor speed feedback will have been attenuated

by a factor of  
1

1J pu oω
 from that as seen by the shaft.

 

3.1.2 A Note On Damping
Mechanical systems are notoriously underdamped, hence ascertaining the damping factors
amounts to an educated guess.  We would like to derive some expressions for relating damping
ratio, ζ, and state space 2-mass model damping constant, L, to loss per cycle of the resonant
frequency.

We know for a decaying exponential, the signal loses 63% of its initial value every time constant,
T,

v l e t T= − = −( ) /1 (3.17)

 where l is the loss from some initial value, and v is the value the signal takes on at that point.
Taking the log of both sides and letting t fo o

= =1 2π
ω ,

ln( ) ,

ln( ) ln( )

v
t
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T
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v vo
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=
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= −
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ω

(3.18)

We also know that the inverse of the time constant (1/T) is equal to the real part of the poles for a

standard second order system, 
t

T
to= ςω ,   which we can substitute in T from above,

ς ω π= = −
1

2oT

vln( )
(3.19)

Now, substituting this expression into the previously derived 2-mass model damping constant,
we obtain,

L
K v K

o o

= =
( ) ln( )2ς
ω π ω

(3.20)

This then gives us the required damping constant needed to provide the specified loss-per-cycle
of the resonant frequency.  Note that if energy loss per cycles is specified, then v1/2  is used in the
above expression and the damping constant is thereby multiplied by a factor of (1/2).
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An alternative to loss-per-cycle is to specify the damping in terms of the resonant gain
(sometimes called MSH) of a standard second order system,

gain =
1

2ς
(3.21)

ς =
1

2( )gain
(3.22)

Finally we present a method to figure damping from a plot. We can express the percent loss
between two values on a time plot, v1 and v2 ,(remember to take out any DC value) as,
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The damping is now simply,
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Where n is the number of cycles of the resonant frequency between the two measured points.
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3.1.3 Torque Regulator/AC Drive
The torque regulator (a.k.a. the power converter) and motor combination is viewed as a black
box that makes torque. The input is a torque reference in per unit torque (PU) ; the output is
applied torque to the motor shaft, also in per unit torque.
The electrical dynamics are modeled as a simple first order lag with some amount of pure time
lag.

We expect torque ripple at multiples of 1,2,6,12,24, etc., of operating frequency. Torque ripple is
modeled simply as an additive sinusoid at the output of the regulator with frequency at the plant
resonance.  For instance, the cycloconverter 15HP lab setup exhibits a strong 300r/s (47.7Hz)
resonance.  The cycloconverter operating range is 0-20Hz.  A number of operating speeds have
harmonics that could cause trouble, such as operating at 47.7/6=7.95Hz , or 47.6/12=3.95Hz.
We therefore model the nominal value of torque ripple as a 300r/s sinusoid at 1% torque PU as
shown in Figure 3.4.  (Note: The electrical frequency is two times the mechanical frequency for
the lab.)

Time lag models all delays between the torque reference and applied torque. This includes purely
CT delay as well as DT delay due to the distributed nature of the power bridge control (in fact the
latter predominates).  From our perspective, however, it’s all lumped together: A step torque
reference is applied and 5 to 6 ms later something happens.  (We will defer discussion of  what
we mean by significant time lag  until the next chapter.)  For now, time lag does not include any
sample data effects.

CT lag in the form of,  e sTd− , where Td is the time delay, is irrational.  (The argument of this
expression is a linear phase delay.) We prefer rational functions that can be represented as poles
and zeros.  Hence we elect to use as our design model the Pade approximation.  A 2nd order
Pade [1] has the form of,

τapu

Transport
Lag

e-sTdTr

s+Tr

Torq
Regulator

τrefpu

(0.01)cos(ωrt)

Figure 3-4: Ideal Power Converter
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e
s s

s s
sTd

Td Td

Td Td
− ≈

− +
+ +

1

1
2

2
12

2
2

12

(3.24)

The poles and zeros are mirror images reflected about the jw-axis: The plant combined with time
delay is non-minimum phase and hence non-invertible.

Since we are modeling the torque ripple as a sinusoid, time delay can be viewed as phase shift.
Therefore the Pade approximation should give us almost the same phase shift at the resonant
frequency as the exact CT expression.  As mentioned previously, the 15HP lab setup exhibits a
pronounced 300r/s resonance.  A time delay of, say, 8ms gives a phase shift at 300r/s of,

φ ω π0
0 180 138= − = −Td ( / ) deg (3.25)

Figure 3.5 shows a plot comparing the linear phase expression with the Pade in the range of
interest.   We note at 300 r/s the Pade underestimates the linear phase delay by about 5 degrees.
For lower resonant frequencies such as usually seen in rolling mills (~25Hz), a first order Pade
will suffice.

Figure 3-5: Linear Phase & Pade Approximation
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3.1.4 Speed Regulator
We will examine two versions of speed regulators: The conventional regulator and the work-
torque regulator.

3.1.4.1 Conventional

Typically, resonant poles are not modeled. Instead the plant is viewed as a simple integrator with
some PU inertia, Jpu, defined as follows:

Jpu
SpeedPU

TorquePU
Jm Jl= +( ) (3.26)

where,
Jm = motor inertia  ( lb in⋅ ⋅ sec2 )
Jl =load inertia ( lb in⋅ ⋅ sec2 ) ,
Speed PU = rad/s @base speed,

Torque PU = 
motorVA

baseRPM
  (

lb in

rad

⋅
)

It is interesting to note that the units of Jpu are seconds.  This gives an operational definition of
Jpu: With 1 PU applied torque, the drive will reach 1 PU speed at Jpu seconds. The PU inertia
of the 15HP lab setup is 0.296 sec.

Figure 3.6 shows the system with the conventional speed regulator.  The inner loop crossover,
ωi , is about K3/Jpu as long as Tr >> ωi , (exactly if we ignore the torque reg).  We set the lead
gain, K2 to cancel the inner loop ωi , and set K1 to be the desired outer loop crossover, ωo .

-

ωref

Motor & Load

ωpu

K2

1/SK1 K3
Tr

s+Tr
1/(Jpus)

Torq
Regulator

Inner Speed Reg
Gain

τrefpu τa

Outer Speed
Reg Lead

Outer Speed
Reg Gain

-

Conventional Speed Regulator

τ load

Figure 3-6: Conventional Speed Regulator
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This gives three simple equations for the speed regulator gains:

K Jpu i3= ⋅ω
K i2 1= /ω
K o1=ω (3.27)

The conventional speed regulator is simple, robust and effective.  It is also intimately known to
field engineers world wide. Therefore, if at all possible, we do not want to change these gains
when the REC is in place.

The gains are derived from an ideal model which gives us a single pole response at ωo   In real
life we often get something more like a second order response should the torque regulator pole
collide with the integrator pole.  Even so, with the poles heavily damped the settling time is still
close enough to a first order response.  We will revisit this model when we include the resonant
poles in the next chapter.
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3.1.4.2 Work-Torque

Figure 3.7 shows the work-torque speed regulator.  The doted boxes and lines denote the work-
torque feedforward path.   Other than this, the only difference with the conventional version is
that the lead gain is outside the outer speed loop - it is in the reference path only.  The REC
design must be compatible with the work-torque speed regulator.

Ignoring the work-torque feedforward for now, let’s find out what K1 and K2 need to be in order
to wind up with a regulator that exhibits a single pole response similar to the conventional form.
We assume Tr >> ωi .  As with the conventional case, with K Jpu i3= ⋅ω , the inner loop is
approximately a lag at ωi .  Redrawing things slightly as in Figure 3.8, we can now resolve the
outer loop minus the lead and equate with a standard second order transfer function:

K

s s K s s
i

i i

c

c c

1

1 22

2

2 2

⋅
+ + ⋅

≡
+ +

ω
ω ω

ω
ζω ω

(3.28)

ωref

Motor & Load

ωpu

K2

1/SK1 K3
Tr

s+Tr
1/(Jpus)

Torq
Regulator

Inner Speed Reg
Gain

τ refpu τa

Outer Speed Reg
Lead

Outer Speed Reg
Gain

-

Work-torque Speed Regulator

τ load

-
1

1+s/Tr

sJpu
1+s/Tm

work-torque
feedforward

-

sreg4.vsd

Figure 3-7: Work-Torque Speed Regulator
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Simplified Work-torque Speed
Regulator

ωref ωpu

K2

1/SK1

Resolved Inner
speed loop

-

K1

s

s+ωi

ωi

1+s/Tm

1

K3

sJpu

ωref ωpu

K2 Resolved Outer
speed loop

-

K1

s

1+s/Tm

1

K1K3

s2Jpu

(s+ωc)
2

K1ωi

sreg5.vsd

Figure 3-8: Feedforward Moved

Given the desired crossover, ωc, and damping factor, ς, we can now find K1, ωi (and hence K3):

ω ω ζ
ω

ω
ζ

i c

pu iK J

K c

=
=

=

2

3

1 2

(3.29)

For critically damped poles, therefore,

K c i1 2 4= =ω ω/ / (3.30)

Combining the lead section with the resolved outer loop yields the overall transfer function,

K s K K

K s
i

c

2 1 2

1

2

2

⋅ +



 +








( / )

( )

ω
ω

(3.31)

If we make K2 = 1/2, and substituting for K1,
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ω
ω

ω
ω

pu

ref

c

cs
≈

+






 (3.32)

Therefore, for single pole response we have,

ω ω
ω ω

ω ω

c i

i c

i c

K Jpu Jpu

K

K

≡
= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅
=
= =

/

/

/ /

2

3 2

2 1 2

1 4 2

(3.33)

where ωc is the desired BW of the speed regulator.

3.1.4.3 Work-Torque Feedforward
For the case where the work-torque feedforward is included, there are a number of ways to figure
the response.  We can move the feedforward to the same point as the lead, shown in Figure 3.8.
Now, combining the feedforward and lead and substituting for K1 and K3,

( )Tm

s Tm

s s K

s
i i

ii

ii

+






+ ⋅ ⋅ +









 +








2 2

2

2

2
2

2 2

2

2

2

ω ω
ω

ω
ω

/

( / )

( / )

( / )
(3.34)

If we make K2 = 1, we wind up with the following,

ω
ω

pu

ref

Tm

s Tm
≈

+




 (3.35)

In other words, we wind up with an approximate single pole response at  Tm rad/sec, with    ωc <
Tm < Tr.  To disturbances (or if Jpu is not exact), the response is still due to the closed loop
critically damped poles at ωc .  This allows for a feedforward response much greater than the
closed loop.  Typical values for a rolling mill main drive are a closed loop response of 10rad/s
and a feedforward response of 10-30rad/s.  Heuristically, by making K2 = 1,  we are attempting
to force the speed regulator integrator error to stay at its steady state value when making a speed
change.
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3.2 Simulation Model
We now discuss modifications to the above models for more realistic simulations.

3.2.1 Tachometer

Typically a pulse tach is used rather than an analog tach due to the low cost and the ready
availability of position information.  The effect of the tach is to add time or phase delay and finite
resolution.  For simulation there are a number of models to choose from depending on the
desired level of realism.  The tach effects we’d like to model include:

1. Limited Bandwidth
2. Time Lag
3. Discrete Nature
4. Limited Resolution

A simple but effective CT model of a digital tach is as follows:  The tach essentially counts
(integrates) pulses over some sampling interval, takes the current count and subtracts from the
previous,

( )1−
⋅

−e

T s

s T∆

∆
(3.36)

This looks like a Sample & Hold which has the well known frequency response, [2]

G j T e
T

T
j T( ) ( / )

sin( / )

/
/ω ω

ω
ω= ⋅ 





−1
2

2
2∆ ∆

∆
∆ (3.37)

For a simple CT approximation, we need to approximate the linear phase portion of the above
expression, −∆Tω / 2 , over the linear range of  a single pole transfer function,

� ( )G s
s

db

db

=
+
ω
ω
3

3

(3.38)   

To find ω3db , we take the Taylor series approximation to the phase response about ω = 0  and
equate to the linear phase,

arctan( ) /
ω
ω

ω
ω

ω
3 3

2
db db

T≈ = ∆ (3.39)
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Therefore,  ω3

2
2db T

Fs= =
∆

(3.40)

(We are more concerned here with phase delay than magnitude.  Otherwise, ω3

2 2
db T
=
∆

)

Figure 3.9 shows the comparison between the G(s) and � ( )G s for magnitude and phase for a
sample rate of  Fs = 2π r/s. We note the phase approximation is good up to about 0.4 Fs.

This tach simulation does model phase shift, but of course no DT effects.  We can do better by
including a sampler, as in the Simple Digital Tach, in Figure 3.10.  This does give rise to the
Sample & Hold DT effects seen in a real tach.  We can also include some quantizing and
resolution effects due to the finite number of pulses per revolution of the tach as in the Digital
Tach, Figure 3.11.   This latter model does model how the resolution as a percentage of speed
degrades at slow speeds or small values of ripple (Not enough pulses are counted per sample
interval.)

-
3db

ωs/2

-450

single pole
apprx

single pole
apprx

Figure 3-9: S&H and Single Pole Approximation
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ω(z)

Simple Digital Tach

1/S
1-z-1

∆T∆T
ω(s)

Figure 3-10: Simple Digital Tach

1/S
1-z-1

∆T(pulses/sec)∆T

 pulses/sec

pulses/sec = (base rev/sec)(pulses/rev)

intω(s) ω(z)

Digital Tach
floor

tach.vsd

Figure 3-11: Digital Tach

If we employ some extra hardware we can implement a Fractional Pulse Algorithm. Essentially,
if we have an oscillator that can sub-divide the sample period, we can then estimate fractional
pulses and thereby buy resolution.  The simple digital tach model suffices to model a digital tach
employing a fractional pulse algorithm.

We now show a comparison of the three tach models discussed.   We first show the response to a
1PU/sec  ramp, Figure 3.12.  The tach sample rate is 360Hz.  The CT simulation does indeed
show a delay of ∆T / 2 , as do the digital models.  The Simple Dig Tach, shows the staircase-like
waveform of a DT system intersecting the CT simulation.  The Dig Tach model, due to the
resolution errors, is a not as clean.  The absolute value of the errors remain relatively constant,
but as a percentage of speed are clearly worse at low speeds.
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Reference

CT Sim

Simple Dig Tach

Dig Tach

Figure 3-12: Tach Models Ramp Responses

Next, in Figure 3.13,  we show the response to a 300r/s sinusoid at a 1% PU amplitude.  As will
be shown later, this is the range of  ripple that will be seen at the tach due to torque ripple at the
shaft.  The time lag has manifested itself as a phase shift of  about 24°.  As before, the Simple
Dig Tach model follows the CT model accurately, while the Dig Tach model has some error
again due to resolution error at low amplitudes.
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Reference

CT Sim

Simple Dig Tach

Dig Tach

Figure 3-13: Tach Models Sinusoid Responses (1% PU Ripple)

Figure 3.14 shows the response to a 10%PU amplitude 300r/s sinusoid.  Here the resolution error
is almost gone, hence both digital tach model responses look about the same.

Reference

CT Sim

Dig Tach Models

Figure 3-14: Tach Models Sinusoid Responses (10% PU Ripple)
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There are many other real world tach effects that we could include in a tach model.  But if the
tach is mounted correctly and is of decent quality, these effects should be small.  Rather , we
have concentrated on effects inherent in even an ideal digital tach.

3.2.2 Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) A/D
Conceptually, the action of the VCO type A/D is to count pulses between sample times much in
the same way as a tachometer.  Therefore, the sample-and-hold model used previously to model
the DT effect of the tachometer can be applied here to model the phase effects of the VCO.  A
lag filter with break set to twice the VCO sample rate suffices.  It is also worth noting the nulls in
the magnitude response (see Figure 3.9) at multiples of the sampling frequency.  Often time the
sample rate is set to a multiple of 60Hz to help provide rejection of 60Hz harmonics.  Another
point in favor of a VCO type converter is the inherit low pass characteristic which is useful for
noise reduction.  On the other hand this does result in additional phase shift.  For example, with
Fs=720Hz, then the phase shift at 47Hz (300r/s) is about, (1/1420)( 300)≈12°, which when added
to all the other phase delays becomes significant.

3.2.3 Discrete Time Integration & Rate-of-rise Clamps

For the simulation model, we convert the single pole CT torque and speed regulator integrators to
DT versions.  We use the so-called “forward rectangular” approximation to convert from CT
integrator to DT -

1

1

1

1s

T z

z
≈

−

−

−

( )∆
(3.41)

This gives an added delay at the sample rate over the back rectangular method which helps model
additional, unspecified delays. Figure 3.15 shows a comparison between the CT and Forward
Rectangular DT approximation for a 200r/s torque regulator.  Note, we are not modeling an
analog-to-digital converter where a zero-order hold equivalent might be more appropriate.
Rather, we are making a simple model of the speed and torque regulator implementations.
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CT
Fwd Rect Apprx

Figure 3-15: Forward Rectangular Appx.  & CT

To complete the simulation model, we add in the torque PU rate-of-rise clamp (“clamp-in-loop”,
Figure 3.16) as well as an absolute clamp on the speed regulator output.  This is merely the DT
approximation for the torque regulator lag with a clamp embedded in the loop.  The crossover is
set by  oω . For a real world cycloconverter, we use a rate limit of +-80 per-unit/second.  To get

an idea how good this is, we note first that the REC will need to move torque at a rate
commensurate with the ripple magnitude.  A value of  0.5 PU torque is reasonable. Now then, a
linear approximation for a 200 r/s time constant with a 0.5 PU step over the first time constant
period is:

0.5(63%)/.005 = 60 PU/sec (3.42)

which shows that an 80PU/sec limit should suffice.

∆Tz-1

1-z-1

Rate-of-Rise Clamp

DT Integrator

Ref In τap

treg3.vsd

ωο

Clamp-in-loop

Figure 3-16: Rate-of-rise Clamp
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Another method of creating a rate-of-rise limit is to limit the rate-of-rise of the reference input to
the torque regulator.  There are numerous ways of achieving this.  One way is to place a DT
integrator inside a loop and limit the maximum value the integrator can accumulate within a
sample period.  This is shown is top, Figure 3.17.  The reference output is then fed to the torque
regulator.  The clamp limits are set as the desired per-unit limit times the sample period:  (PU
limit)(Ts)

z-1

1-z-1

Rate-of-Rise Clamp
DT Integrator

Ref In Ref Out

Reference Clamp

Figure 3-17: Reference Rate-of-rise Clamp

Figure 3.18 shows a 0.5PU step into a 200 r/s (CT) regulator both with and without rate-of-rise
limits.  The difference is slight between the CT and “clamp-in-the-loop” method, though there is
considerable limiting effect with the “reference clamp” method. The result of all this is simply to
place more phase delay at the resonant frequency.
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Figure 3-18: Clamp Comparisons

No Clamp
Loop Clamp

Ref. Clamp
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3.3 Some Typical Simulation Responses
To help calibrate ourselves, it would be good to look at some typical step responses for the lab
system, without any discrete time effects nor time lags, in order to illustrate some elementary 2-
mass model features.   We use a conventional speed regulator with inner loop set to 20r/s, outer
loop at 10r/s and a torque regulator at 200r/s.  Damping ratio is 1.5% of critical.  The motor-to-
total inertia ratio is: Figure 3.19 ~ 70.4%, Figure 3.20 ~ 29.6%.  The total per unit inertia is about
0.3sec. A 20% speed step is applied initially, followed by a 50% load step 2 seconds later.

Probably the most salient item to note in both figures, is the large difference in the transient
ripple between the shaft torque and the motor speed.  The speed feedback can look quite clean,
while the shaft  actually exhibits quite a bit of torsional vibration.

Next, we see quite a difference in damping between the two figures, where the only change is
that we have swapped the motor and load inertias.  Doing this we have not changed the initial
resonant frequency.  Figure 3.20 with the heavier load inertia, shows the greater damping.  This
will be discussed more in the next chapter.

Finally, a few comments about the magnitude of the applied torque and shaft torques.  Ignoring
the torque regulator and assuming an inertial load, it is easy to rearrange the conventional speed
regulator, Figure 3.6, to find the TF from speed reference to applied torque,

τ
ω

ω
ω

ref

ref

c pu

c

s J

s
=

+
(3.43)

where ωc is the outer speed regulator crossover.  For a speed step of magnitude k,

τ ω ωω
ref c pu

t
t c puk J e k Jc=  →−
=0 (3.44)

or a ramp of magnitude k,

τ ω
ωref pu

t
t pukJ e kJc

c
= −  →−

>( ) /1 3 (3.45)

For both figures, then, the applied torque with a 10r/s regulator for a 20% speed step is about
0.6PU.  However, in the 2-mass model TF from applied torque to shaft torque, there is a gain

term of 
J
JT

2 , which accounts for the difference in amplitude of the applied torque step in the two

figures: Figure 3.19 with the lighter load has a smaller shaft torque step than in Figure 3.20
which has the larger load inertia.
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Seen at the shaft then, a large load-to-total inertia ratio results in a larger shaft torque for a speed
step than in the converse case.  On the other hand, the peak load step response is less.  The two
cases are of course symmetrical. Trying to move a large motor inertia with a speed (and hence
applied torque) step is similar to trying to move a large load inertia with a load step: Both cases
will tend to buffer the system from large oscillatory swings to a certain extent.

As an aside, we note from above, that the accelerating torque needed for a speed ramp is less by a
factor of the speed regulator gain, than for a speed step.  This accelerating torque is seen as a load
torque and can be important in a lightly loaded system (such as threading or tail out) when gear
backlash considerations can come into play.  Load torque helps keep the gear teeth together and
lessens the backlash.   This will discussed more in a later chapter.

Figure 3-19: Typical Responses (Heavy motor, light load)

Motor speed

Applied TQ

Shaft TQ
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Figure 3-20: Typical Responses (Light motor, heavy load)

Applied TQ

Motor speed
Shaft TQ
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Chapter 4.   SURVEY OF ALTERNATE METHODS
At this point it would be instructive to examine some conventional methods used to damp
resonant drivetrains.  We exclude mechanical fixes, such as elastic couplings and spindle
stiffening from the discussion. For the moment, we assume there is no significant time lag.

4.1 Closing the Speed Loop

Speed regulators are usually designed for the rigid body mode with no special attention paid to
the resonant modes.  That this can be done with impunity is due in large part to the natural
damping effect of closing the inner and outer speed loops. To show this, we need only look at the
root locus departure angles for the resonant poles as we close the inner speed loop (we defer
discussion of the outer loop until later) -

ϕ

α
α

τ

τ

d poleangles zeroangles= − +

= − + + + +

= −

∑ ∑180

180 90 90 90 90

180

0

0 0 0 0 0

0

[ ] [ ] (4.1)

where,

 α
ω

πτ =
°

arctan( ) *0 180

torq reg pole
(4.2)

is the angle of the torque regulator pole to the positive resonant pole.  This is a nice result.  The
closer the departure angle is to 180 degrees the better.  For either a large torque regulator pole or
a lower resonant frequency we should get better damping.

Figure 4.1 shows the root locus as we close the inner speed loop for the lab system  -without any
time lag - (the shaded portions show the locus for a 20r/s crossover) and Figure 4.2 shows the
(open loop) Bode plot -
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Figure 4-1: Inner Loop Root Locus

Figure 4-2 Inner Loop Bode Plot
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As we close the loop damping increases as well as the resonant frequency.  In this case, for 20r/s
crossover, the damping action is slight - but enough to insure stability.  The root locus will cross
the jω  axis when the phase is 180 degrees, or in terms of a Bode plot: As long as the phase hits
180 degrees after unity gain we will be stable in the closed loop.

4.1.1 Effect of the ratio of Load Inertia to Motor Inertia on Damping

For a given inner loop crossover, the greater the load inertia to motor inertia ratio, the greater
the damping.

We show this as follows.  Earlier we showed that the complex zeros were related to the resonant
frequency,

ω ωz
m
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J

J
2

0
2= ⋅ (4.3)

Now let,
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where: l
J

J
l

m

=

Rewriting the transfer function from applied torque to motor speed for the two-inertia model,
with the damping set to zero,
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(4.5)

The characteristic equation for the inner speed loop is now,
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(4.6)

Multiply through and let K K TrPU
SPU≡ ⋅ ⋅3 ,
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[( )( ) ( )]s Tr s sJ K k Kso m o+ + + +2 2 2 2ω ω (4.7)

Now divide through by the term in brackets (not the obvious choice),
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Multiply top and bottom by the total inertia,
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At this point we could now perform a root locus on 1/k = (l+1), keeping the inner loop crossover,
the torque regulator pole and the total inertia constant.  Implicit here however, is that by keeping
the open loop resonant frequency constant, we are in fact varying the spring stiffness.  It is
probably more realistic to keep the spring stiffness constant and let the resonant frequency
change as we vary the motor-to-total inertia ratio.  We recall that the resonant frequency depends
on the equivalent inertia,
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As we vary ratio k from 0.1 to 0.9 we see that JT  varies as a parabola, with a maximum at k=0.5,
while the resonant frequency varies inversely with a minimum at k=0.5.  By varying k in such a
manner, we can do a root locus from a motor inertia 10x greater than the load, to a load inertia
10x greater than the motor, adjusting ωo as we go.

Figure 4.3 shows an example using the lab parameters (k ~ 0.7), for a nominal 292r/s resonance,
zoomed in on the resonances.  Figure 4.4 is adjusted for a nominal 100r/s resonance.  In both
cases, the k ratio is marked.

It is interesting to note, that point pairs on either side of the k=.5 midpoint, such as (0.9, 0.1),
(0.8, 0.2), etc., have the same ωo as is obvious from the above equation.  Should we have elected
to perform a root locus as we varied 1/k = (l+1), keeping ωo constant, the loci would lie along the
lines connecting the point pairs.

We do indeed see that as the k ratio decreases (i.e., the load inertia increases at the expense of the
motor inertia) the damping tends to increase as well as the torque regulator pole moving
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considerably towards the right (Figure 4.4).  Both these effects increase as the nominal resonant
frequency is lowered.  Several items of note:

1. When the speed regulator crossover is within about 3:1 of the complex zeros (as could be the
case with a very heavy load inertia), the motor step response will have a pronounced “dipsy-
doodle” as it rises, however, as shown in Chapter 2, the load does not see these complex
zeros, therefore this effect is avoided for  the load response.

2. As the torque regulator pole moves in to the right, it will impact the outer speed loop: The
more it moves the harder it will be to obtain a  first order like  response.  This makes is easy
to potentially “over tune” the regulator.

3. Compensation schemes rely on knowing the open loop resonance.  However, for large load to
motor ratios, the closed loop resonance may be quite different from the open loop resonance.

This parameter locus technique [3] is quite informative and easy to program in MATLAB.

Figure 4-3: Root Locus on Jload/Jmotor 292 r/s
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4.1.2 Effect of the Torque Regulator Pole

As noted earlier, damping is affected by the torque regulator pole.  Using the technique of the
previous section, we form the characteristic equation, collect terms containing the torque
regulator pole, Tr, and divide through,

1
3 2 3 2 3

4 2 2

2

+
+ + +

+
Tr s s s

s s

K
J

PU
SPU o

K
J

PU
SPU

o

m

o

T
( )ω

ω

ω

(4.11)

We note that the numerator expression, being identical to the system with an infinitely fast torque
regulator, confirms our suspicion that maximum damping is obtained thereby as the numerator
zeros correspond to the limiting case.

Using the lab system for an example we show the root locus as we vary the torque regulator pole
from 0 to 500 in 50 unit steps for a nominal inner speed loop of 20r/s. Figure 4.5 shows a close
up of the root locus plot around the resonant poles.  Clearly, a slow torque regulator severely
limits the damping.

Figure 4-4: Root Locus on Jload/Jmotor 100r/s
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4.1.3 The Pernicious Effect of Time Lag

Time or transport lag adds linear phase lag to the system.  The effect on damping can easily be
shown by adding in the phase lag to the equation for the resonant pole departure angle -

ϕ α ω
πτd dT= °− − °

180
180

0 (4.12)

For the lab system without transport lag the departure angle is a healthy 124 degrees.  With 6ms
transport lag the departure angle is about 21 degrees - clearly trouble.

We define significant time (or transport) lag (STL) as that time delay that gives us a departure
angle of 90 degrees:

Td = −







π α
ω

τ

180

90

0

(4.13)

This simply means a time lag guaranteed to cause the inner speed loop to go unstable.

Figure 4-5: Root Locus on Torque Reg Pole

200r/s
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A rule of thumb would be to keep the time lag less than half this value.  For the lab system
(292r/s resonance) the STL would be about 2ms.  If we dropped the resonance to 100r/s the STL
would then be about 11ms.  Note that if we run the speed regulator (and therefore we sample the
tach) at 360Hz, we already introduce a delay of 1/720=1.4ms - cutting it rather close for a 292r/s
resonance.

4.2 De-tuning and Lag Filters or The Gain Game

De-tuning the speed loop and/or inserting single-pole lag filters are tried and true techniques for
resonance control.  Either way you’re playing the gain game.  The idea is simply to attenuate the
gain below 0db when the phase drops to 180 degrees.

A single pole, either due to the speed regulator pole at crossover or due to the lag filter, rolls off
at 20db/decade.  Therefore two conditions must be met:

1. There is enough attenuation from crossover or the lag to the resonant pole to do some good.
(If a lag is used it cannot be placed too close to crossover or it will impact the response.)

2. The resonant gain must be small enough so it can be reasonably reduced by the lag.

Should the resonant frequency be greater than the torque regulator pole, we gain some additional
attenuation as well.

We have two sources of attenuation:

Speed Regulator Pole -

K

J s

K

JPU PU

c3 3

0 0⋅
=

⋅
=

ω
ω
ω

(4.14)

since K J pu c3 = ⋅ω

Torque Regulator Pole -
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Plus, a possible Lag Filter Pole -
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(4.16)

The resonant gain, for some damping factor, can be calculated from the 2-mass model-
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2
≈ (4.17)

Combining, the overall open loop gain at resonance in dB is,
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log log log log (4.18)

Using the approximations we will tend to underestimate the net lags from the speed regulator and
torque regulator and thereby err on the safe side.

In practice it may be difficult to figure the 2-mass model resonant gain, ( )G ω0  as we need the

damping factor.  We can use MSH or some energy loss/cycle, say 1% to 10%, which really
amounts to an educated guess.  Or we may have some site data.  Alternately, we can think of it as
some upper bound that determines our gain margin.  As an example, we look at the lab system,
our margin is approximately,

= 



 + 



 ≈ − − ≈ −20

20

292
20

200

292
23 3 26log log db (4.19)

If we assume 1% energy loss/cycle (it’s really less than this) we have a damping factor of about
0.003, which translates into a 2-mass model gain of about 33db.  We are short 9db.  A lag filter at
75r/s should do.  Figures 4.6-7 show the root locus and open loop Bode plots (20r/s crossover,
200r/s torque regulator, 6ms transport lag)  with no lag filter-
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Figure 4-6: Inner Speed Loop Root Locus (no lag)
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From the root locus we see that the rigid body mode looks fine - the torque regulator pole is a
good 6:1 from the speed regulator pole, but the resonant poles go unstable.  The Bode plot shows
the resonance just nudging above 0db.  Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the root locus and Bode plots
with the 75r/s lag filter .  We see that the system is at least stable, but now the torque regulator
and speed regulator poles have collided - there goes our nice first order response.  The Bode plot
looks good, the resonant peak dips just below 0db, maybe a few dB of margin.  It hardly needs to
be said that the lag added phase lag, unlike de-tuning which affects the gain only.

As can be seen the lag (or de-tuning) can in certain cases stabilize a wayward system which often
times is all we need.  These methods have the virtue of simplicity and can easily be done on the
fly in the field.  But should the system have a lower resonant frequency (hence no “room” for a
lag) and/or a stronger peak we need to turn to the venerable biquad (2nd order) “notch” filter.

Figure 4-7: Inner Speed Loop Bode Plot (no lag)
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Figure 4-8: Inner Speed Loop Root Locus (w/lag)

Figure 4-9: Inner Loop Bode Plot (w/lag)
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4.3 The Biquad Notch Filter or The Phase Game

It is perhaps an irony of nomenclature that while we use a lag filter to reduce gain - insofar as
resonance is concerned - we use a notch filter to reduce phase.  The notch filter we employ has
three parameters -

( )C s
s s

s s
n= + +

+ +

2
0 0

2

2
0 0 0

2

2

2

ς ω ω
ς ω ω

~ ~

~ ~ (4.20)

where,
~ω 0 = estimated resonant frequency
ς ς0 , n = denominator and numerator damping factors

Typically the notch filter is placed in the forward loop at the output of the inner speed regulator.
The notch filter is commonly thought of as “notching out” or canceling the offending set of
resonant poles.  While this is a good heuristic, it is really only true if we are dead on in our
resonance frequency estimate and what’s more, it is only true for the speed reference path -
disturbances, including torque ripple, do not see the pole/zero cancellation.
From a root locus point of view we can think of the notch filter’s effect as moving the resonant
poles as we close the inner speed loop.  From a Bode plot point of view we are adding in phase
lead to keep the phase above 180 degrees just after the resonant frequency.

4.3.1 “Hard” Notch Filter

Using our previous example, Figures 4.6 and 4.7, we see that the resonant pole immediately
moves into the right hand plane.  Or from the Bode plot, we see there is really no distance
between the phase going to 180 degrees and the gain going to 0dB.  Therefore, we need a notch
that adds in as much phase lead as possible.

To get a handle on this we look to the previous equation for departure angle and add in the lead
due to the notch filter zeros and likewise lag due to the poles.  For maximum lead the zeros have
to be on the jw axis below the resonant poles ( )ς n = 0 .  For minimum lag the notch filter

damping has to be small such that the lag from the upper notch filter pole is small and the lag
from the lower pole close to 90 degrees.  Altogether we can gain a maximum net lead of 90
degrees.  This is an example of a “Hard” notch filter -

ϕ α ω
π

ατd d notchT= − − + −180
180

900
0

0 (4.21)

where,
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For the lab system we chose ς 0 = 0.2, ~ω0 = 285r/s.  This gives us α notch = 180  and  ϕ d = 1000

which at least insures a stable system  Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the root locus and Bode plots.
Figure 4.12 shows the notch filter frequency response.  This notch has less adverse effect on the
rigid body mode than the 75r/s lag filter used earlier.

There is a tradeoff  in picking the damping:  In a sense, as far as the forward loop is concerned,
we have canceled the resonant poles and replaced them with another set of more damped
resonant poles.  The more damped the greater the impact on the rigid body mode.  In a system
such as the lab’s, where the resonant poles go unstable immediately, the notch filter cannot do
much more than insure stability and (hopefully) not adversely impact the speed regulator
response.  Before leaving the subject of notch filters, we will examine another example where the
notch filter can do a fair job of damping the resonant poles.
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Figure 4-10: Inner Speed Loop Root Locus (w/notch)

Figure 4-11: Inner Speed Loop Bode Plot (w/notch)
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4.3.2 “Soft” Notch Filter -

Consider the system with torque regulator pole of 120r/s, 
J

J
l

m

= 40, ω c = 6r/s, Td =  6ms and

ω0 = 82r/s  Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the root locus and Bode plots.  From the root locus we
see that the poles take their time before finally going unstable.  This is manifested in the Bode
plot by noting that we are at 180 degrees phase before the gain backs down to 0dB.  This point,
around 130r/s, is where we want some phase lead.  This calls for a soft notch.  Figure 4.15 shows
a notch using: ~ω0 = 80r/s, ς 0 = 0.7, ς n = 0.2  We see about 30 degrees of lead at about 130r/s.
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 shows the results.

Figure 4-12: "Hard" Notch Filter
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Figure 4-13: Inner Speed Loop Root Locus

Figure 4-14: Inner Speed Loop Bode Plot
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Figure 4-15: "Soft" Notch Filter

Figure 4-16: Inner Speed Loop Root Locus (w/notch)
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We see how the zeros attract the resonant poles.  But since nothing is for free, the filter resonant
poles move to the right.   Again, we trade one set of resonant poles for another.  In this case, at
least, both sets are more damped than the previous example.  Another item to note is that the
notch has not done much to reduce the gain of the resonant poles - rather it has fixed up the
phase.

4.4 Closing the Outer Speed Loop

Once we have stabilized the inner speed loop we still have the outer loop to contend with.  As
discussed in Chapter 3, there are basically two types of outer loop PI speed regulators:

1. Conventional - outer loop lead cancels inner loop pole.  Outer loop gain set to outer loop
crossover.

2. Work-Torque (no feedforward) - lead is outside outer loop and cancels one of the critically
damped poles.  Outer loop gain set to 1/2 of outer loop crossover.

We get better phase margin at crossover with the conventional regulator due to the lead before
crossover, while the work-torque regulator attenuates the resonance considerably more due to the
extra lag (note also the gain is 1/2 of the conventional version - an example of de-tuning as well

Figure 4-17: Inner Speed Loop Bode Plot (w/notch)
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as lag).  The overall response of the two regulators are about the same once we add in the the
lead network to the work-torque version (which of course does not affect the closed loop
response and hence stability).

As far as resonance is concerned, therefore, the work-torque regulator is superior.

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the outer loop Bode plots for the conventional and work-torque
regulators for the lab system with no transport lag.  With the conventional we have 90 degrees of
phase margin at crossover, and maybe 45 degrees at the resonance which is at about 0dB.  With
the work-torque we have about 80 degrees of margin at crossover.  At resonance the gain is down
about 26 dB.  Of course, once we add in the lead it brings it right back up again but this does not
affect stability.  Figure 4.20 shows the overall closed loop response for the work-torque
regulator.

Figure 4-18: Outer Loop Conventional Speed Reg
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Figure 4-19: Outer Loop Work-Torque Speed Reg

Figure 4-20: Overall Work-Torque Outer Loop Frequency Response
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4.5 Summary
It should be pointed out that closing the outer loop can help or hurt damping just as in closing the
inner loop.  Usually, however, the inner loop has to bear the effects of the torque regulator time
lag whereas the outer does not with the possible exception of the tach latency which is seen by
the outer loop as well as the inner loop.  However, chances are, if you fix the resonance in the
inner loop, you will have it fixed in the outer loop as well. In general for resonance control,

1. Reduce Time lags as much as possible.
2. Stabilize the inner loop first, either de-tune, lag, or notch (or some combination)
3. Use the work-torque outer loop speed regulator.

A lag filter can be used provided the resonant gain margin to be made up is small (~3dB) and the
resonant frequency is greater than 3 times the inner loop crossover. A notch filter can be used
when the resonant gain margin to be made up is too large for the lag filter method. The notch
filter is given by Equation 4.20 -
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~ω 0 = estimated resonant frequency (better to underestimate)
ς ς0 , n = denominator and numerator damping factors

Some useful rules-of-thumb: A hard notch is prescribed when the resonant poles march
immediately into the right hand plane.  Set ς n = 0 or small and ς 0 =  0.1, 0.2  A soft notch is
prescribed when the closed loop resonance is significantly different from the open loop
resonance.  Set ς n = 0.1,0.2, ς 0 =  0.4,.0.5  Use the largest value of ς n  you can as this will help
attract the resonant poles and give more damping - but too much will likewise fail to attract the
poles at all.  Some trial and error is needed to get the job done.  A math package that can do root
locus and Bode plots is advised.
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Chapter 5. Lab System Identification
Before proceeding onto resonance compensation design, perhaps it is time to have a more formal
introduction to the 15HP lab system which has been referred to in passing throughout the
previous chapters. Because the REC is a model based design, we need to identify the
characteristics of the component pieces: Mechanical resonant frequency plus the drive torque
regulator response and latency.  We present some methods for doing so.  First we show some
basic system parameters:

Parameter Value Units
Horsepower 15 HP
Motor Inertia 87.7 in lb s− − 2

Load Inertia 36.9 in lb s− − 2

Base Speed/Top Speed 150/750 RPM
Per Unit Torque 6593 in lb−
Pole Pairs 2
Motor Type Synchronous
Drive Type Cycloconverter

Table 5-1: Lab System Parameters

The operating or electrical speed of the motor in Hz is,

( )Hz
RPM

pole pairse = ×
60

# (5.1)

Top speed is at 25Hz.  (Note that the mechanical speed here is one-half the operating speed.)
The system is comprised of the 15HP motor, a coupling with torque sensor, and the DC
dynamometer load.  There is no gearbox, so backlash is not a concern. In this particular case, the
actual mechanical system is as near an ideal 2-inertia system as one could expect.

This would be a very limited test bed without some sort of resonance and indeed we do have a
very pronounced resonance at about 46Hz.  The source of the resonance is the inline torque
sensor.  This particular type of sensor uses a flexible coupling to measure torque, which to the
chagrin of the drive engineers, introduced the highly underdamped resonance into the system.  Of
course this turned out to be serendipitous for resonance compensation testing.
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Previously we derived some “statistics” concerning 2-inertia model parameters in Chapter 3.  The
following table shows the statistics for the lab system.

Parameter Value Units Comment
Jm/JL 2.4 Heavy motor
Ripple Gain (JL/JT) 0.32 Moderate
Spring Stiffness 2215800 in lb

rad
−

Damping Factor ~0 Very Small (approx.)
Damping 15

rad
lbin sec−− Very Small

Resonant Freq. 292, (46.5) rad
sec , (Hz) Would be high for a

rolling mill
Anti-resonance 245, (39)  rad

sec , (Hz) Small pole movement

Per Unit Inertia 0.297 seconds

Table 5-2: Two Inertia Model Statistics

5.1 Determination of Drive Parameters
There are a number of possible ways to get at the drive response and latency. One way is to step
the torque regulator and measure the response, either at the torque sensor, current sensor (if a DC
machine) or some kind of calculated torque feedback (if an AC machine).  Practically, this is
somewhat tricky to do, but can be done.  This takes two drives, one being speed regulated and the
other torque regulated, this latter one providing the torque step.  As with any time response data,
it is a matter of educated guesswork as to what the response actually is.  It is often open to
interpretation as to when something started “to happen”, what the 63% point is, or the time to
peak, or what have you, especially when there is some noise present and the signals are small to
allow linear operation.

This method yielded values in the range of 160-220r/s for the torque regulator with a time lag in
the range of 4-6ms.  As a check, the designers estimated the time latencies due to tasking,
memory moves, etc, to be in the same range.

As part of this thesis project, some system identification (SYSID) techniques were investigated in
order to augment (not replace) the above methods. SYSID techniques work best if you already
know what you are looking for.  This helps to eliminate at least some of the inevitable surprises.

SYSID  involves exciting the system with a very small pseudo-random-binary-sequence (PRBS)
signal (5%of base speed) and measuring the response at various points.  The PRBS generation
and data collection is built into the drive.
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The PRBS signal has an auto-correlation that looks like uncorrelated (white) noise. This signal
has the virtue of being easily implemented via a shift register with feedback.  Also, if the signal
and sampling are synchronized, then the variance of the estimated transfer function decreases
with increasing N due to the periodicity of the signal [LjungP150]. This is not the case with true
white noise.  Note that as a precondition for useful results, the PRBS must cycle through an
entire sequence without any repeating pattern.

Figure 5.3 shows the auto-correlation for the 2048 point sequence used in the drive.  The
amplitude is ±20 counts (out of ±20000). Note that lag zero has a value of 400=202, which is
simply the variance of the signal.

Figure 5-1: Autocorrelation of 2048 point PRBS

After some experimentation, it was found that the best results were had if the  PRBS signal was
injected into the speed regulator reference.  Excitation used was ±200 counts, 5% base speed.
The total reference was then collected in a circular buffer of length 2048, along with speed
feedback, torque feedback and speed regulator output.  This allowed for the following transfer
functions to be identified:

Speed reference → Speed feedback
Speed regulator out → Speed feedback
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Speed regulator out → Torque feedback

Note that the latter two transfer functions are an attempt to get at open loop transfer functions
while the system is operating closed loop.

The object of the SYSID method is to derive a discrete time transfer function that encapsulates
the system characteristics at the particular level we are working at, which would be roughly what
the speed regulator “sees”.  Hopefully the transfer function order would be low enough to allow
it’s use in a model based compensator.  Also, we would like to be able to figure the system
latency.  All this serves as an independent check of the aforementioned methods.

Several methods using SYSID will be illustrated.  It is beyond the scope of this thesis to derive
the SYSID algorithms used.

5.1.1 Box-Jenkins Curve Fit
We ID the system transfer function of choice using a high order Box-Jenkins (BJ) z-domain
curve fit.  The BJ algorithm [4] has the general form,
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where y(t) is our measured system output, u(t) is our known excitation and e(t) is white noise,
which enters our system filtered through the noise transfer function C(q)/D(q), while q is
operator notation for the unit delay.  What we want to ID is the signal transfer function B(q)/F(q),
which is that component of our measured output presumably excited by the PRBS. Everything
else comprising the measured output is “noise”.  The BJ algorithm has the nice property in that it
will fit stable poles.

In practice we start with a high order fit, since we can think of the fit as starting from the high
frequency end down to the low.  Much of this is in fact noise at least in the sense that we are
using up poles and zeros to fit portions of the spectrum we may not be interested in.  To get
around this, we can reduce the resulting fit order by setting states corresponding to high
frequency poles to be infinitely fast, resulting in something that models the frequency range of
interest.  The caveat here is that the open loop time lag (or linear phase delay) will not necessarily
be modeled exactly as poles at the origin.  There are any number of pole/zero combinations
(usually involving zeros outside the unit circle) which can instead conspire to produce an almost
linear phase shift.

Before model order reduction can be done, we must determine if a “good” BJ fit has been
obtained.  An effective method is to compare the magnitude and phase of the BJ derived
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frequency response with the empirically derived magnitude and phase.  If, in the range of interest,
the BJ estimate fits (as determined by inspection) the empirical responses, we say we have a good
estimate.  The empirical transfer function estimate (ETFE) will be covered in the next section.

Another method, complementary to the above, is to plot the residuals, that is the error between
the actual output and the predicted output.  If all the information that can be had is extracted by
the algorithm, then the residuals will be white.  How “white” is a matter of bounding the plot
limits by suitable confidence intervals [4, p428].

Likewise, the cross-correlation between the input signal u(t) and the residuals can also be plotted
with confidence intervals [LjungP429].  Again, this should be flat.  Note that this plot can be
useful in guiding selection of model order.  For open loop type transfer functions derived from
closed loop operation, correlation from input to output denotes feedback, which if flat, ideally
means the loop has been successfully “opened up”.  From the structure of the BJ format, it can be
seen that the noise transfer function can be interpreted as a feedback term.

5.1.2 Empirical Transfer Function Estimate (ETFE)
With the ETFE, we derive the frequency response (“Bode”) plots based on the measured data.  At
it’s simplest, we simply take the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the output data, divided point-
by-point by the FFT of the input data.  The result is a complex array from which the magnitude
and phase response can be plotted.

Usually some smoothing is desirable.  One way is the inverse variance averaged technique
[LjungP157].  Denoting Y, U as the FFTs of the output and input data respectively,  we can form
the ETFE as follows

∑
∑
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G *
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ˆ (5.3)

where we partition the N data points into M batches and divide the cross-power spectrum by the
input power spectrum for each batch.

5.1.3 Outline of Method
There are a number of possible methods in which to employ the curve fit and ETFE routines in
order to identify the system parameters in which we are interested.  The method we used (after
much trial and error) is as follows:
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1. First, identify the two open loop transfer functions (Torque reference → Shaft Torque,
Torque reference → Speed Feedback)  using the high order Box-Jenkins curve fits.  Iterate on
parameter order (signal model and noise model numerator and denominator orders) and time
lag. Overplot and compare the resulting magnitude and phase plots with the comprable ETFE
plots.  In addition, check if the residual plots are in the confidence interval bounds.

2. Next step is to reduce the full order model to something that captures the magnitude and
phase characteristics from DC to cross-over through to the resonant frequency.  Iterate on the
reduced model order.

3. Plot the reduced order (discrete time) poles and zeros and extract out what looks to be the
drive torque regulator from the resonant poles and rigid body (speed regulator) poles.

4. Build a system model including the drive torque regulator, speed regulator and 2-inertia
spring-mass mechanical model.  The inertias are well known, so we can adjust spring
stiffness accordingly to match the measured resonance.  Assume the time lag, Td, is zero.

5. Next figure time lag: Overplot and compare the magnitude and phase plots of the system
model with that of the Box-Jenkins curve fit.  Iterate on the time lag by adding in 1ms of
linear phase to the system model phase plot on each iteration.  When the phases match, we
have an ID.

6. Reconcile the ID with what is already known about the system.

From either of the open loop transfer functions, we should get almost identical results insofar as
the torque regulator response and time lag is concerned.  The two transfer functions therefore
provide a sanity check on the proceedings.

5.2 Lab Example
A good operating point was found to be one-half base speed, 20% load, ±200 counts PRBS.  It is
best to run the drive at a “non-resonant” speed. The MATLAB System Identification Toolbox was
used to perform the SYSID.
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5.2.1 Full Order Fit

We show an example of the method for the Torque Reference → Torque Feedback transfer
function.  To get a decent fit, 16th order signal and noise models were required, plus a pure time
lag of 1 sample, 5.5ms.

Figure 5-2: B-J Fit & ETFE Magnitude Comparison
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Figure 5-3: B-J Fit & ETFE Phase Comparison
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Figure 5-4: B-J Fit Residuals

Discussion –
Figure 2. The magnitude comparisons clearly show a good match between the EFTE and the

Box-Jenkins fit. The mechanical resonant poles are seen to be at 292r/s, close to the
initial estimate of 300r/s.  The spring stiffness is adjusted accordingly.  The high end
roll off looks good as well.

Figure 3. The phase comparisons also show an excellent fit.
Figure 4. The residuals plots indicate the residuals are “in bounds” at a 99% confidence

interval.  This, along with the magnitude and phase plots suggests a good, high order
fit.
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5.2.2 Reduced Order Fit

Figure 5-5: Reduced Order Fit Pole/Zero Plot

The next step is to reduce the model order.  It was found that a 6th order model sufficed.  Figure
5.5 shows the resulting pole-zero plot.  From this plot we can pick out the highly underdamped
mechanical resonant poles, a set of near pole/zero cancellations and finally a set of damped 2nd

order poles which are the torque regulator (ω≈230r/s, ζ≈0.6).  Not shown are the non-minimum
phase zeros outside the unit circle.  These zeros are in large part responsible in producing the
necessary phase shift due to the time lag.

It is interesting to note that reducing the model order by two, which the near pole/zero
cancellation in Figure 5.5 seems to imply, results in a response not nearly as faithful to the full
order model as that of the 6th order reduced model.

5.2.3 Time Lag Determination

TQ Regulator
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Figure 5-6: B-J Fit & System Model Phase Comparison

Next is the determination of the open loop torque regulator time lag.  We take our system model,
developed in Chapter 3 – with the exception that we employ a 2nd order torque regulator – and
use the parameters found for the torque regulator, adjusted spring stiffness plus the known speed
loop gains for the inner and outer speed loops.  We show in Figure 5.6 the phase comparison
between the system model and the full order Box-Jenkins fit as we iterate the time lag from 0ms
to 8ms in 2ms increments.

As seen in Figure 5.6, at 8ms of time lag the phase fit is dead on.  Similarly, the results for the
open loop transfer function, Torque Reference → Speed Feedback, is a 2nd order torque regulator
(ω≈250r/s, ζ≈0.8) with a time lag of 6ms.  We need to reconcile these results.
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Figure 5-7: Speed FB and Shaft TQ FB

First we show a schematic Figure 5.7, of how the speed feedback and shaft torque signals are
collected.  In Chapter 3 we discussed how tach feedback can be analyzed as a sample-and-hold
type device either with linear phase shift of one over twice the sample rate or equivalently as a
single pole lag with break at twice the sample rate.  The same is true for a VCO type ADC.  Both
the speed feedback and torque feedback signals each are processed through similar sample-and-
hold devices with sample rates of 180Hz for a time lag of 2.7ms.  In addition, the shaft torque
signal is also processed through a simple single pole anti-aliasing filter with the break at 1488r/s.
Through an argument similar to that used for the sample-and-hold analysis, we can model the
phase shift due to the lag as one over the break frequency,

dB
d

d
dBdB

T

T

3

33

1

arctan

ω

ω
ω

ω
ω

ω

=

⋅=≈






(5.4)

The contribution to the overall time lag due to the anti-aliasing filter is therefore about 0.7ms.
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The torque sensor itself has finite bandwidth, approximately 1500r/s, which likewise gives an
almost linear phase of due to a time lag of about 0.7ms.  Finally, there is some memory-to-
memory transfers which take place on the average of one-half the task scan rate of 720Hz.  The
measurement delays as shown in Figure 5.7  are all told about 4.8ms for the shaft torque and
about 2.7ms for the speed feedback..  If we subtract out these delays from the total delays arrived
at previously, we should have a lock on the torque regulator latency,

Transfer Function Total
Delay

Measurement
Delay

Net Torque Reg.
Delay

ωo/ζ

Torque Reference → Shaft Torque 8ms 4.8ms 3.2ms 230/.6
Torque Reference → Speed Feedback 6ms 2.7ms 3.3ms 250/.8

Table 5-3 : Latencies

Both transfer function identifications yielded about the same latency and similar 2nd order
transfer functions for the torque regulator.
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5.2.4 First Order Torque Regulator Model

Figure 5-8: B-J Fit, System Model, Design Model Magnitude Comparison

Can we reduce the 2nd order torque regulator to a 1st order for our design model?  We can,
through some trial and error.  Similar to the previous procedure, we first try to fit the system
model magnitude to the Box-Jenkins fit using a single pole torque regulator assuming zero time
lag.  Next, we iterate on the time lag until we get a good phase response match.  It was found a
good match could be had with a 200r/s lag and a total time lag of 10ms for the Torque reference
→ Shaft Torque transfer function, or a 200r/s lag and a total time lag of 8ms for the Torque
reference → Speed Feedback transfer function.  In either case the torque regulator delay is
boosted by 2ms to about 5.5ms.  Magnitude and phase comparisons for the former are shown in
Figures 5.8, 5.9.  The magnitude fit for the design model incorporating the 200r/s lag (cyan trace)
is pretty good overall and excellent near the resonance.  The phase fit is excellent everywhere.
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Figure 5-9: B-J Fit, System Model, Design Model Phase Comparison

5.2.5 Total Inertia Check
Earlier we assumed that the inertias were as specified.  We can easily verify that the total inertia
is as we assume by measuring the slope of  the magnitude plot due to the  rigid body mode in the
Torque Regulator → Speed Feedback transfer function.  Denoting the gain at some point ω on
the slope as g(ω) and per-unit inertia as Jpu,

PUJ
g

⋅
=

ω
ω 1

)( (5.5)

Rearranging,

)(

1

ωω g
J PU ⋅

= (5.6)
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Figure 5-10: B-J Fit, System Model, Design Model Magnitude Comparison

Figure 5.10 shows the Torque Regulator → Speed Feedback transfer function.  The slope due to
the integrator should be the per-unit inertia which is 0.29.  What we measure for the Box-Jenkins
fit is about 0.36.  Do we have a problem here?  Not really.  The empirical data was scaled to
counts and not on a per-unit basis.  The torque reference is scaled at 5000 counts equals one per-
unit torque, while the speed feedback is scaled at 4000 counts equals base speed.  This gives a
factor of 5000/4000 = 1.25, or 25% greater than the per-unit basis which matches the measured
value: 0.36/0.29 = 1.24.
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5.2.6 Closed Loop Fits

As a sanity check, we can also compare the full order B-J closed loop (Speed Reference → Speed
Feedback) curve fit with that of the model as well as the open loop derived fit.  This latter is
obtained by nothing more than analytically closing the reduced order open loop fit, assuming we
know the loop gain (which we found in the previous section).  The closed loop fit and open loop
derived fit should match fairly well unless something is going on we don’t know about.
Likewise our model should match.  Figures 5.11, 5.12 show the magnitude and phase
comparisons with the 3dB and 180° lines marked. Ideally, the data should all be from different
data sets, which is not the case here.

Figure 5-11: Closed Loop Magnitude Fits

Overall, the closed loop ETFE fit (magenta), the B-J fit (black), the model (blue) and OL derived
fit (red) all match well.  Near resonance the fits are excellent.  The phase fits are excellent
throughout.
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Figure 5-12: Closed Loop Phase Fits
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5.2.7 Simulations
As yet another cross check, we can take the closed loop transfer functions from the previous
section and compare the actual time output data (yellow) with simulated outputs from the closed
loop model (cyan) and open loop derived fit (purple).

Figure 5-13: Actual (y) and Simulated (p, c) CL Outputs

The outputs match well, though the resonance in the actual output is more prominent than the
simulations.  This is most likely due to the external excitation by the drive torque ripple.  The
system is so highly underdamped that even though the drive was run at a “non-resonant” run
speed, the resonance is still excited by the torque ripple in addition to that of the PRBS.
Interestingly enough, the model output appears to match the actual output slightly better than the
open loop derived fit.

The evidence indicates that our parameter identification is likely correct.  Furthermore, we are
justified in using a 1st order torque regulator model as well.  Of course, the proof of this is in the
doing – if the parameter identification is not adequate, the resonance compensation filter will be
useless or compromised at best.
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5.3 Some Thoughts on Parameter Identification
The foregoing may seem to be a large amount of work to perform, but actually is quite reasonable
as most of it can be automated.  The hard part is getting good data.  This can be time consuming
as PRBS excitation, run speed, load, etc, must all be juggled in order to come up with an
operating point that yields consistent results.  A thorough understanding of the system and the
data acquisition is required.  It is best if the test/data acquisition can be automated to some extant
as a large number of runs will be required.  Once this is all done, the methods outlined are not
difficult and good results can be had.

The most difficult parameter to identify was the time lag, until the procedure outlined above was
found: Find a good candidate for the torque regulator transfer function, use that in a model
(rather than the full or reduced order BJ derived transfer functions directly) and iterate on linear
phase.

It was found that we can to some extent, trade additional linear phase lag for model order. This
allows us to use a 1st order torque regulator with 5.5ms lag, instead of the 2nd order regulator with
3.5ms lag.

5.4 Design Model Parameters
The data acquisition for the parameter identification (Figure 5.7) differs slightly from the system
used for compensation. For compensation, the REC filter output feeds a VCO sampling at a
720Hz rate (instead of 180Hz).  On the filter input side, the torque sensor  bandwidth remains the
same as is the anti-aliasing filter.  Because the VCO output feeds directly into the core of the
drive control, the tasking time is negligible.  Using the 200r/s single pole torque regulator
approximation, the compensator delay budget is,

Tc = 5.3ms (torque regulator delay)+.7ms (VCO)+.7ms (anti-aliasing)+.7ms (sensor bandwidth)
    =  7.4ms

As will be shown later, it is better to err on the side of excess delay, so the designed for
compensator delay is increased to 8ms.
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Chapter 6. Torque Sensor Resonance Compensator
The methods outlined in the previous chapter serve mainly as palliatives in that they can stabilize
a system but often not much else.  Resonant poles, though stable, will still tend to be highly
underdamped.  The result is that the plant may still amplify torque ripple at the resonant
frequency significantly.  To ameliorate this situation we turn to state feedback pole placement
using LQR/LQE with shaft torque feedback.

It should be stated that use of a torque sensor is probably impractical in most cases due to high
cost and potential maintenance problems in a rolling mill - not the most friendly of environments
for sensors.  Rather, the  endeavor was undertaken to gain experience with so called “modern”
methods, to verify our knowledge of torsional resonant systems and subsequent usage of that
knowledge in model based compensation.

In this chapter we will consider the methods used to calculate the state feedback and estimator
gains of the model-based resonance compensator, the structure of the compensator, estimator
versus compensator dynamics and the role of the reference input.

We will take the approach, perhaps naive, of initially ignoring the inner and outer speed loops in
the compensator design, focusing instead on the “inner-inner” loop comprising the torque
regulator, the plant as a 2-mass model and the REC. The idea being that we wish to present to the
speed regulator a well damped plant.  In this section we will briefly outline the underlying theory
we use to build the compensator.  The design goals are:

1) Damp the mechanical resonant poles to ~20% of critical.
2) The REC should be transparent to the speed regulator.
3) Robust to unmodeled delay or phase shift.

Constraints:
1) Control action must remain within system limits.
2) REC must be single-in-single-out (SISO) feedback compensator.
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6.1 State Equations
Referring to Chapter 3, we take as our plant the first order torque regulator, the second order
Pade approximation and the second order 2-mass model,   τ τref shaft→ .  Call this system

{ }A B C Dm m m m, , ,  with states,

•  x1  = torque regulator output
•  x2 = velocity difference between motor and load = ω ω1 2−
•  x3 = shaft spring torque
•  x4 = Pade state
•  x5 = Pade state

uDxC

uBxAx

mmshaft

mm

+=
+=

τ
�

(6.1)

Using state feedback,

refm xKu τ+−= ˆ (6.2)

And state estimator,
( ) ( ) ( ) xCKuBxCKAxxCKuBxAKuBxAx mfmmfmmfmmshaftshaftfmm ++−=−++=−++= ˆˆˆˆˆˆ ττ�

xCKuBxA mfmo ++≡ ˆ (6.3)

All together,

( ) shaftfrefmcmfrefmmfmmm

refmmm

KBxAxCKBxCKKBAx

BxBxAx

τττ

τ

++≡++−−=

+−=

ˆˆˆ

ˆ

�

�
(6.4)

Where K Km f, are the state feedback and state estimator gains.  If we fold the state feedback gain

into Equation 6.4 we obtain our Multiple In-Single Out (MISO) compensator, which in transfer
function form is,

( ) [ ] 







−= −

shaft

ref

fmcm KBAsIKy
τ
τ1 (6.5)

Figure 6.1 shows the system topology.  The REC uses a Pade approximation to model the time
lag, as discussed previously.
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6.2 State Feedback Pole Placement via LQR
With state feedback, Km,  we can place the poles arbitrarily at the eigenvalues of ( )A B Km m m− .
It is another matter altogether as to where.  We have up to a fifth order model and therefore up to
five poles to place.  Primarily, we would like to damp out the resonant poles without impacting
the speed loops.  We turn to the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) technique to place the poles.
Assuming the linear system as presented by Equation 6.1, we wish to minimize the quadratic
cost function,

( )∫ ′+′= dtRuuQxxV (6.6)

subject to state feedback, Equation 6.2.  As we are trying to keep the state vector close to zero,
we have a regulator problem. Provided that the system is controllable and observable, we can
solve the steady state algebraic Riccati equation,

PBPBRQPAPA ′−++′= −10 (6.7)

for P, we obtain for the state feedback gains,

PBRK ′= −1 (6.8)

The Q and R matrices of Equation 6.6 are the penalty matrices for the states and the control
action.  We decide what states we want strong regulation on and adjust Q accordingly.  To
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Figure 6-1: MISO Torque REC
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moderate the control action we adjust R, or in our case, decrease the amount of resonant
damping.

To damp out the resonant poles, we penalize the velocity-difference state, which allows for a
diagonal penalty matrix.  This makes sense insofar as this state directly affects damping and once
integrated affects the spring torque.  To get the desired degree of damping we multiply Q by
some scalar gain.

6.3 State Estimator Pole Placement via LQE
The well known separation principle allows us to place the state feedback poles and the state
estimator poles (and hence the gains) independently.  Even so, we still have the problem of where
to place the estimator poles.  We would like a turn-the-crank method to produce a set of gains
which can then be adjusted. Use of the Linear Quadratic Estimator technique allows us to place
the poles at the eigenvalues of ( )A K Cm f m− .

Given a state space system, similar to that of Equation 6.1 with  the exception that we now add in
zero mean  Gaussian “process noise” to the state dynamics and zero mean Gaussian
“measurement noise” to the output, with covariances Ξ  and Rf  respectively, ( Dm ≡ 0 )

ντ
ω

+=
++=

xC

GuBxAx

mshaft

mm�
(6.9)

Equation 6.3 gives us the state estimator structure,

( )shaftshaftfmm KuBxAx ττ ˆˆˆ −++=�

Defining the estimation error, e x x= − � , we now wish to minimize the sum of the squared errors,

[ ] ( ) ( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]xxExxExExxxExExxxxEeeEV f ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ ′=′+′−′−′=



 −′−=′= (6.10)

(a quadratic form)  as we vary the filter gain, Kf .  By solving the steady state filter Riccati

equation,

CPRCPGGAPAP f
10 −′−′Ξ+′+= (6.11)

for P, we obtain for the filter gain,

1−′= ff RCPK (6.12)
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As to the penalty matrices we will use, we defer to the next section.

6.4 Loop Transfer Recovery
Combining the state feedback with the estimator we wind up with the so-called Linear Quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) regulator.  Doing this, in and of itself, we may  in fact wind up with a poor
regulator. It is perhaps too much to ask that we can use any set of estimator gains for the
compensator.  We would like the estimator  to lock on to the actual states fast enough to look
transparent, but what is “fast” is problematic.  The separation principle also ignores reality in the
sense that the model we base the LQG regulator on is not going to be exact and will have
uncertainty.  This touches upon the issue of robustness, which we will devote the next chapter.
We now introduce the subject.

Doyle and Stein, in their seminal paper [5],  describe an adjustment procedure, called Loop
Transfer Recovery (LTR).  They make the following points concerning robustness:

1. We cannot assume that the plant and the estimator see the same reference input. Consider
Figure 6.1.  We would be hard pressed to assume that the applied torque seen at the plant due
to the torque reference is exactly the same as that seen by our simplified model.

2. By forcing the observer dynamics to approach that of the inverse plant, we can recover
robustness, i.e., we approach the margins of the full state feedback (ideal) compensator
wherein all states are available.  In other words, the observer poles will tend to move towards
the plant zeros (or reflected plant zeros if non-minimum phase) or towards infinity along
some stable trajectory (i.e., we wind up with a stable observer).

3. We do this at the expense of noise immunity as we rely more on the sensor input (with its
attendant noise) rather than on the reference input.

The adjustment procedure is quite simple:  We use for the LQE penalty matrices,

Q(q)= q B Bm m
2 ′

Rf =1 (6.13)

Where Q(q) denotes that we are adding in “fictitious process noise” through the plant input, Bm.
To get the desired pole placement, we increase q as we iterate.  At each iteration we compare the
ideal (open loop) state feedback compensator (Figure 6.2)  using either a Nyquist or Bode plot
with that of the corresponding plot of the current compensator.  When we come “close” to the
ideal we quit.  (Alternately, we can merely plot the observer pole locus as we iterate).  Either
way, we compare the “ideal’ open loop transfer function (Figure 6.2), with that of the open loop
system containing the observer, (Figure 6.3).
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Note that closing the Ideal Loop we obtain the state feedback poles of  ( )A B Km m m− .

From Figures 6.2,3 we see that the open loop transfer functions of the  ideal compensator and
compensator with estimator are respectively

( )K sI A Bm m m− −1

loop.vsd

1/s

A

Bm Km
-

Ideal Loop

Figure 6-2: Ideal State Feedback Loop
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Figure 6-3: MISO Torque REC Detail
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( )K sI A Ba a a− −1
(6.14)

where,
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(6.15)

As we iterate, we de-emphasize the reference input to the estimator, forcing it instead to rely on
the sensor input - thereby lessening any problems associated with the estimator reference.  Of
course we now tend to lose noise immunity because we are now more dependent on a clean
sensor signal.  We can control the bandwidth of the “sensor loop”  τ τshaft shaft→ �  by adjusting the

penalty matrix (a scalar for a single sensor input) Rf : Increase it we decrease bandwidth and

vice-versa. [6]

It should be pointed out that we do not have a minimum phase system due to the time lag.  The
Pade approximation places zeros in the right hand plane which are mirror images of the poles in
the left hand plane reflected about the jw axis.  The LTR technique is still useful as one or two of
the estimator poles (depending on the Pade order) will move towards the left hand plane reflected
Pade zeros.  This insures stability.

6.5 Compensator  & Estimator Dynamics
If we take LTR seriously, in that it de-emphasizes the estimator reference input, then in  Figure
6.1 we should be able to “snip”  the line going into the top of  the REC - after all it’s hardly
needed at this point!  In doing so, we could further reason, the compensator transfer function,

( ) [ ] 







++−= −

shaft

ref

fmmmmfmm KBKBCKAsIKy
τ
τ1 (6.16)

 changes into the estimator transfer function,

( ) [ ] shaftfmfmm KCKAsIKy τ1−+−= (6.17)
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since the compensator does not now see the “externally” closed u K xm= − �  feedback.  We show
in the next chapter, that in direct consequence of this we have an immediate pole/zero
cancellation.  Equations 6.16,17 define what is meant when we talk about compensator and
estimator dynamics. Note that the same estimator feedback, Kf, is used in either case.
Compensator dynamics result when the REC output is fed back via the reference input (see
Figure 6.3)  Estimator dynamics result when the REC output is not fed back.  We show in the
next chapter that unless loop recovery is complete, the estimator and compensator dynamics
(poles) will be substantially different.

6.6 The Reference Input
To get some idea of what the reference input is about, we start by redrawing Figure 6.1.  Let G(s)
equal the plant, including the time delay, torque regulator and spring-mass system. We see we
can close the feedback, K xm � , either “externally”, Figure 6.3, or “internally” back into the
estimator as follows –

Inspection reveals we can draw the block diagrams for the estimator reference and sensor transfer
functions,
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Figure 6-4: Internally Closed MISO REC
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( ) fmmmfm KKBCKAmsIKsR 1)(1 −++−=  Compensator Sensor TF (6.18)

( ) mmmmfm BKBCKAmsIKsR 1)(2 −++−=  Compensator Reference Feed Forward TF (6.19)

( ) mmfm BCKAmsIKseR 1)(2 −+−=            Estimator Reference Feedback TF (6.20)

Note that R1(s) and R2(s) have compensator poles, while R2e(2) has observer poles. Figure 6.6
shows the MISO Torque REC in terms of the above transfer functions.
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Figure 6-6: Torque REC Transfer Function Form
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The transfer functions in the dotted boxes have to be the same, τ ref u→ .  Define,
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Therefore from the block diagram we obtain the following composite reference transfer
functions,
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We can identify the numerator and denominator transfer functions,

)(2)(2)(2

)(2)(2)(2
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snsdsed
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−≡

(6.23)

From Equations  6.21 we know that the roots of d2(s) and d2e(s) are simply the compensator
poles and observer poles respectively.  In other words,

polesrcompensato

polesobserveru

ref

≡
τ

(6.24)

So overall, for the compensated system,
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(6.25)

Obviously this is not a rigorous treatment, but is does serve to show that the reference transfer
function does not affect the pole placement - but it will affect the response and it will affect what
will happen when loops are closed around the compensated plant (the “inner-inner” loop).
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Another way to show this, is to take our closed loop system, using the systems states and the
error states, e x x= − � , and letting M equal the estimator reference input matrix,
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ref
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(6.26)

we see that the dynamics (the poles) of the system are unchanged regardless of the value of M,
including the case for no reference input M=0;

We can dispense with the reference input - and hence a MISO compensator - if we can live with
the compensator poles showing up as zeros and with observer dynamics (along with the desired
state feedback placed poles) showing up as poles.

Interestingly enough, from the above we see that we can rewrite the expressions for R2(s) and
R2e(s)  completely in terms of estimator and compensator poles as follows,
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6.7 Alternative Configurations
As an aside, we might investigate what happens if we put the compensator in series with the
plant, instead of in the feedback path.  This is the tracking or “output-error” configuration.  We
know the poles will not be affected.  In fact, from a transfer function point of view, only R1(s),
the sensor transfer function is used - R2(s) plain washes out.  In which case, we wind up with,

( )( )
( )( )

τ
τ

shaft

ref

compensator zeros plant zeros

observer poles state feedback poles
=








 (6.28)

To show this, we can also re-draw the system in a configuration similar to what we did in Figure
6.7.  We do wind up with an R2(s) which in fact turns out to be equal to -R1(s).  In other words,
we can draw the system with R1(s) in the feedback path and R2(s) outside the loop in the forward
path.  Obviously, R2(s) is simply the (compensator zeros)/(compensator poles) and when we
resolve the block diagram we wind up with R1(s) in series with the plant and R2(s) gone.  If we
can live with the observer poles and the compensator zeros, this does gives us a SISO
compensator1.

                                                
1 As noted earlier, we are currently limited to a SISO feedback configuration.
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Note that either in the feedback or series configuration the compensator poles are canceled out.
In the feedback configuration, all the zeros (aside from the plant zeros which we can’t do much
about) are used to cancel out the observer poles.  In the series configuration, the (compensator)
zeros are fixed by,

( )u K sI A B K B rm o m m m= − − ⋅
−1

(6.29)

These are the two extremes.  Franklin, Powell and Emami-Naeini give an alternative for the zero
placement [7].  Pointing out that the reference transfer function does not affect the pole
placement, they show that by modifying the reference transfer function as follows,

( ) rMKBAsIKu mmom ⋅−−= −1 (6.30)

and placing a gain, k, in the reference feedthrough path, we can now place the zeros, analogously
to placing the estimator poles, “(A-LC)”, to some desired characteristic equation, where

A A B K

L M k

C K

o m m

m

← − ′
← −

← ′

( )

/  (6.31)

In our terminology, this places the zeros of (1-R2(s)).  We can now place zeros to cancel out all
the observer poles, in which case we have the usual, M Bm= , or we cancel out nz  of them and
place the remaining (n- nz ) zeros “elsewhere”.   The mechanics of this is easy to do.  At any rate,
it is a handy technique to include in our bag of tricks and does dovetail with our discussion of the
reference input.
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6.8 Summary
When closing the compensator loop, we have found that the estimator output can be fed back
into the estimator input either internally or externally.  The estimator thereby becomes a
compensator.  From the resulting structures we found that the MISO compensator can be thought
of as comprised of a feedback portion, denoted as R1(s), which effects the pole placement and a
feedforward portion, denoted 1-R2(s), which serves to render the compensator transparent to any
outer loops closed around the inner REC loop.  Dispensing with the reference input does away
with the feedforward portion of the compensator.  We noted that the action of LTR is to de-
emphasize the reference input and it was surmised that perhaps the reference input could be
severed leading to a SISO compensator.  The next chapter will investigate this further.
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Chapter 7. REC Loop Robustness
In this chapter we will look at various aspects of robustness, that is, how well the compensator
functions in the face of uncertainty.  First, in regards to LTR introduced in the previous chapter,
we would like to pick a set of estimator gains which will allow faithful reproduction of estimated
states given inaccurate knowledge of actual plant input.  Next we need to look at the effect of
uncertainty in the plant parameters on the compensator function.  The parameters of interest
would include resonant frequency, time lag, torque regulator time constant and unmodeled lag.
In the next chapter we will consider the effect of closing the speed loops around the inner REC
loop.  An examination of all the above will help us design for robustness.

7.1 LTR Revisited
We would like to justify our surmisal of the previous chapter that we could dispense with the
reference input once loop recovery is achieved and that furthermore, the compensator dynamics
become identical to the estimator dynamics.

7.1.1 Doyle & Stein Redux
We return to the Doyle and Stein paper, Robustness with Observers, [5], and reproduce some
results from their Appendix A.  For reference, we show the externally closed compensator
implementation of the previous chapter (Fig 6.3), recast in matrix transfer function form.

"Externally" Closed
Compensator

tqrecds.vsd

B Φ C

Φ K

C

H

B

y
u"u’

xr

est x

Plant

-

x
xx

est y

Φ=(sI-A)−1

-

Figure 7-1: Externally Closed Compensator
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If we cut the loop at “xx”, then the estimator input, u’ and the plant input, u” are the same. No
uncertainty there! End of story.  What we instead want, is to cut the loop at “x” so as to assume
that the two inputs do not see the same signal.  We want to obtain the transfer function from u’
and u” to the estimated states x̂ . We drop the subscripts and let K be the estimator gains, H the
state feedback gains after Doyle and Stein.  By inspection,

( ) ( ) yKCIKuKCIx 11ˆ −− Φ+Φ+′Φ+Φ= (7.1)

Clearly, the right hand side is composed of the sensor and reference transfer functions.
Continuing,

uBCy ′′Φ= (7.2)

( ) ( ) uBCKCIKuKCIx ′′ΦΦ+Φ+′Φ+Φ= −− 11ˆ (7.3)

Now with a little manipulation we arrive at Doyle and Stein Equation A.2

( ) ( ) ( ) uBKCIuBCKKCI ′ΦΦ++′′ΦΦΦ+= −− 11

( ) [ ]uBuBCKKCI ′+′′ΦΦΦ+= − )(1

( )[ ] ( )[ ]uBuBCKKC ′+′′ΦΦ+ΦΦ= −− 11

( ) ( )[ ]uBuBCKKC ′+′′Φ+Φ= −− 11 (A.2)

From (A.2), and much manipulation, Doyle and Stein arrive at A.3

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] uBCKCIKuBCKCIKBCBx ′′ΦΦ+Φ+′ΦΦ+−ΦΦ= −−− 111ˆ    (A.3)

Doyle and Stein point (their Equation 1) out that if the estimator dynamics satisfy,

( ) ( ) 11 −− Φ+=Φ KCIKBCB   (7.4)

then A.3 reduces to,

( )[ ] uBuBCBCBx ′′Φ=′′ΦΦΦ= −1ˆ (7.5)

and since this is identical to

uBx ′′Φ= (A.1)
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we have loop recovery.  In other words, the estimated and actual states are the same. Let’s
rewrite A.3 to include the state feedback gain, H. We now have the estimator transfer function
(the portion within the dotted box in Figure 7.),

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] yKCIKHuBCKCIKBCBHu ⋅Φ+Φ+′ΦΦ+−ΦΦ= −−− 111 (7.6)

This is comprised of two pieces, the sensor and reference transfer functions.  When loop
recovery is achieved the reference transfer function vanishes.  Our surmisal that we could
dispense with the reference input is justified, at least ideally.  In our parlance, we have
previously denoted  the (externally closed) reference transfer function as R2e(s).   From our
study we found that the numerator roots of R2e(s) are simply the roots of the compensator minus
the roots of the estimator.  Therefore, for R2e(s) to vanish the estimator and compensator
dynamics have to be identical.  The same of course applies to R2(s), derived from the internally
closed reference transfer function. Again, our surmisal in Chapter 6.5 that the compensator does
not see the externally closed xHu ˆ−=  feedback when the loop is recovered is justified.

It should be pointed out, that with loop recovery, we do not violate the separation principle
should we dispense with the reference input and use estimator dynamics for the compensator-
which surely would be the case without loop recovery.  As for the effect on the outer loops,
referring back to Equation 6.25 of the previous chapter for the overall compensated system,

( )( )
( )( ) polesfeedbackstate

zerosplant

polesrcompensato

polesobserver

polesfeedbackstatepolesobserver

zerosplantpolesrcompensato

ref

shaft ≡











≡

τ
τ

Obviously, severing the reference without recovery, we would have,

( )( )
( )( )





≡

polesfeedbackstatepolesobserver

zerosplantpolesrcompensato

ref

shaft

τ
τ

(7.7)

With recovery,

( )( )
( )( ) polesfeedbackstate

zerosplant

polesfeedbackstatepolesobserver

zerosplantpolesrcompensato

ref

shaft ≡





≡

τ
τ

(7.8)

To the author, at any rate, this is an amazing result: the compensator is rendered transparent to
the outer loops without the need for an additional series compensation network.

7.1.2 Recovery Indices
Since LTR is by nature an iterative effort, just when loop recovery has been achieved is
somewhat arbitrary. Fortunately there are a number of indices we can use to gauge the recovery
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process.   We can compare the ideal compensator loop with that of the estimator as discussed in
the last chapter by way of Bode plots.  We can do the same using Nyquist plots.  From the above
discussions we know that the series compensation network,  1-R2(s), should approach unity as
recovery is approached.  We can even use the Doyle and Stein criteria, slightly modified,

( ) ( ) 11 −− Φ+Φ=ΦΦ KCIKHBCBH  (7.9)

Finally, a load step can be applied and the time response of the estimated and actual states
compared.  The ultimate criteria of course, is whether the thing works given realization
limitations such as sample rate and resolution.

7.1.3 LTR and The Pade Approximation
We’ve shown that indeed, with the LTR gain turned up high enough, that the reference input can
be dispensed with and that the dynamics of the compensator are essentially identical to that of
the estimator. Now we add in the Pade approximation to the time delay.  An interesting thing
happens.  The estimator poles wind up virtually identical to the non-time delay case.  As iteration
proceeds, the Pade approximation poles remain at their original positions.  The estimator gains
for those states are essentially zero.  To explain what happens next, we need to look at the
estimator zeros.  We explicitly write out the estimator model as the Pade approximation

},,,{ DpCpBpAp in series with our plant model (torque regulator lag plus 2-inertia spring-mass)

},,,{ DCBA , with states, [ ]′1xx p = [Pade approximation states, Plant states], estimator gains,

[ ] =′=′ 1HHH p  [Pade approximation gains, Plant gains] and state feedback gains,

[ ] == 1KKK p [Pade approximation gains, Plant gains],
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(7.10)

[ ] 
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The transmission zeros are found from,

( ) 0

0

~

1

11 =−−−
−

=−

KK

HCHAsIBC

HCHAsI

DK

HAsI

p

p

ppp

(7.12)

Setting the Pade approximation estimator gains to zero, the above simplifies to,
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( ) 01 =− KAsI p  (7.13)

In other words, with estimator dynamics (due to severing the reference input), we wind up with
estimator zeros at the eigenvalues of the Pade approximation.  However, since the Pade
approximation poles and zeros are mirror images this implies that the Pade approximation poles
and zeros cancel.  The estimator order is then the same as the non-delayed system.  Therefore, if
we have a high enough degree of loop recovery, the compensator dynamics approach that of the
estimator which results in the Pade approximation pole/zero cancellation.  An added bonus if you
will.  Of course, this could be deduced by inspection of the block diagram, as without the
compensator states internally fed back into the estimator and with the estimator gains for the
Pade approximation states negligible, these states cannot be excited and do not show up in the
sensor transfer function.

7.1.4 Example
First we show the locus of the state feedback poles by penalizing the velocity difference state,
Figure 7.2.  The resulting penalty matrix is multiplied by a scalar gain which is iterated as per
Chapter 6.2.  When the desired degree of resonant damping is obtained, we stop and our state
feedback gains are obtained. Similarly, we next show the locus of the estimator poles, Figure 7.3,
as we iterate as per the loop transfer recovery procedure outlined in Chapter 6.4.  By this the
estimator gains are obtained.  Following this, we illustrate the use of the recovery indices to gage
just how good the loop recovery is.  Both compensator and estimator dynamics are shown, that
is, with and without usage of the reference input to feed the REC output back into the
compensator,

mmmfm KBCKA −−  Compensator Dynamics (7.14)

mfm CKA −  Estimator Dynamics (7.15)
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Figure 7-2: Locus Of State Feedback Poles

Figure 7-3: Locus Of Estimator Poles
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Figure 7-4: LTR Loop (b) & Ideal Loop (g)

Figure 7-5: Series TF (1-R2(s))
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Figure 7-6: LTR (blk, b) & Ideal Nyquist Plots (g)

Figure 7-7: D-S LTR Condition Check
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Figure 7-8: Load Step Response Before (bottom) and After (top) Recovery
Compensator Dynamics

Figure 7-9: Load Step Response Before (bottom) and After (top) Recovery
Estimator Dynamics
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Discussion:
Time delay  = 8ms.  Compensator dynamics unless specified otherwise.
Figure 2. Locus of state feedback placed poles during LQR iteration. Damping of resonant

poles is 25% of critical.
Figure 3. Locus of estimator poles during LTR iteration. For high LTR gains, the pole pattern

approaches a Butterworth configuration.  Plotting the pole locus during iteration was
suggested by the MATLAB Control Toolbox User’s Guide [8].

Figure 4. Open loop Bode plot comparison of LTR (blue) and ideal (green) loops. The
magnitude looks recovered above 100r/s but the phase looks to be recovered around
the resonant frequency.

Figure 5. Series transfer function (1-R2(s)) shows a low frequency gain of –3dB with zero
phase. Without the reference input we will need to derate the inner speed loop gain by
this amount. (Unfortunately, the author didn’t figure that out until after site tests.)

Figure 6. Nyquist plots.  Ideal state feedback system (green) is compared with LTR recovered
loop using compensator dynamics (blue) and that using estimator dynamics (black).
Clearly, the former is better (~60° upside and downside phase margins, ~3:1 gains
margins) though the later is quite good as well. Of course neither approach the ideal
margins.  To do so would require pole magnitudes in the range of 8000r/s for this
system – simply impractical.  Of all the indices, the Nyquist plot is probably the most
informative.

Figure 7. The Doyle-Stein condition check is similar to the open loop magnitude and phase
plots, though it may be slightly easier to read.  Note that the ideal phase and LTR
phase meet at one point only – the resonant frequency.

Figure 8. Load Step Shaft Torque Response – Compensator dynamics. Plant Output (g),
Estimator Output (b), compensator loop closed. The upper set shows the output
comparison with the recovered loop, the bottom set before recovery. The outputs in
the “before” plot are none too good - AC wise as well as DC. Things improve
considerably after LTR and the estimated states track the plant states.  Practically, we
have loop recovery.

Figure 9. Load Step Shaft Torque Response – Observer dynamics. Plant Output (g), Estimator
Output (b), compensator loop closed.  Almost the same as the previous.

Overall the indices point to modest loop recovery.  The time plots show the compensator
performing well, at least in a pristine setting. What was the price for such recovery?  The
estimator and compensator poles are seen to be -

Estimator Poles         Compensator Poles
-375.00 + 216.51i      -176.95
-375.00 - 216.51i      -267.45 + 772.35i
-383.37 + 713.50i     -267.45 - 772.35i
-383.37 - 713.50i      -852.36 + 434.39i
-770.51                     -852.36 – 434.39i
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There are significant differences between the estimator and compensator poles which also
indicate the incomplete recovery. However, the magnitudes of the poles are less than 1000r/s,
well in the range reasonable for a compensator running at a 1ms sample rate. Even though the
recovery is incomplete, by virtue of Figures 7.8-9, we see that we have enough recovery to allow
the estimator states to track.  Whether this amount of recovery is sufficient to render the REC
transparent to the speed loops remains to be seen. This will be discussed further in the next
chapter.
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7.2 Robustness to Uncertain Time Delay
Estimation of the time delay is critical and somewhat difficult to do. What’s more, it’s done in
the lab and the results used at site.  We would like to know the impact of uncertainty in the
estimate of the time delay.  Nyquist plots are the tool of choice as we can use exact time delay
instead of the Pade approximation by linearly phase shifting the frequency response.  We start
with a compensator using a designed for nominal delay of 8ms. We vary the plant delay both
2ms above and below the nominal 8ms delay.  Using compensator dynamics results in Figure
7.10.

Figure 7-10: Nyquist Plots Time Delay Variation-6ms(r),8ms(blk),10ms(g)

The black trace is the nominal case.  The red trace is for less plant delay, the green trace is for
more plant delay.  The overall shape of the plot stays the same, but rotates around the origin with
the time delay.  In addition it is not symmetric about the real axis. The result is that we have
more margin for time lags less than nominal than we do for time lags greater than nominal. Still,
even at 10ms we have plenty of margin. The rule is therefore: It is better to overestimate the time
lag than to underestimate.

The next figure shows the case for estimator dynamics.
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Figure 7-11: Nyquist Plots Time Delay Variation-6ms(r),8ms(blk),10ms(g)

Robustness not as good as with compensator dynamics for the level of loop recovery we have
achieved.  Note that the 10ms plant delay (green) results in an unstable system which is not the
case when using compensator dynamics.
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7.3 Robustness to Unmodeled Lag
Unmodeled lag is another area of uncertainty, particularly with the lab torque sensor which we
know has a bandwidth of about 1500r/s.  But this can vary due to any number of factors
including the make and installation.  There may be other lags as well. We assume multiplicative
uncertainty, [9]

[ ])(1)()(
~

sEsGsG += (7.16)

where G(s) is the nominal plant with compensation, E(s) is the uncertainty and )(
~

sG the
perturbed plant.   The system is stable provided,

)(

1
1)(

ω
ω

jG
jE +<   for all ω (7.17)

Since we wish to see the effects of unmodeled series lag, we set,

α
α
+

=+
s

sE )(1 (7.18)

α+
=

s

s
sE )( (7.19)

Results are shown next for a lag of 300r/s with compensator (green) and estimator (red)
dynamics.  The uncertainty, E(s), is the blue trace.
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Figure 7-12: Robustness to Unmodeled Lag

For either case, the 300r/s lag gives 3dB margin.  Obviously, once the lag gets much lower than
300r/s the plant will go unstable. We conclude that unmodeled low frequency lags within the
compensator (“inner-inner”) loop are trouble and cannot be tolerated with impunity.  As far as
the torque sensor is concerned, even though a 300r/s bandwidth would be stable, this is not
saying much. The torque sensor should have a bandwidth of at least three times the resonant
frequency for good performance.
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7.4 Robustness to Uncertain Torque Regulator Bandwidth
Like time delay, torque regulator bandwidth is measured in the lab and assumed to remain the
same at site.  We now look at the effect of a misestimated torque regulator bandwidth.   We start
with the torque regulator (represented by a simple lag) in series with the plant (time lag and 2-
inertia model) and compensator rolled into G(s). We wish to perform a root locus as we vary the
gain and hence the torque regulator pole from 0r/s to nominal to twice nominal. Below nominal
we say we have overestimated the torque regulator response, and above nominal we have
underestimated the response.  The following diagram shows how the torque regulator lag is
resolved as a gain –

Resolution of TQ Regulator Lag

Tr/s G(s)
--

Tr/s G(s)
--

G(s)-1

Tr/s 1+G(s)

Tr/s G(s)
-

1+G(s)-1

Figure 7-13: Resolution Of Torque Regulator Lag
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Figure 7-14: Root Locus On TQ Regulator Lag

We show the locus of the resonant poles as the torque regulator lag is varied.  Results with
compensator dynamics are shown.  As expected, the resonant poles damp out as the gain is
increased to nominal (“*” marks nominal).  Beyond nominal, damping increases for a short while
then decreases as the gain is further increased. When using estimator dynamics the results are
much the same though the effect of overestimating the bandwidth is somewhat worse.

From this we conclude: It is preferable to underestimate the torque regulator bandwidth rather
than to overestimate.
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7.5 Robustness to Uncertain Resonant Frequency
As our final test of inner-inner loop robustness, we turn to the estimate of resonant frequency.
Once again we use root locus to reveal the trends as we vary spring stiffness which of course
varies the resonant frequency.   The derivation is shown in the chapter on backlash.   We show
results as we vary the stiffness from one-half nominal to nominal (denoted by “*”) to twice
nominal.  This varies the resonant frequency by the square root or from 70% nominal to 140% of
nominal. Grid lines of constant damping are shown on the plot. Compensator dynamics are
assumed.

Figure 7-15: Root Locus Resonant Frequency

As shown, if we desire to remain within bounds of 20% of critical damping, the stiffness can
vary from about 80% to 130% of nominal which varies the nominal resonant frequency from
90% to 114%. This turns out to be from about 40 to 50Hz.  This is really quite good as
estimating the open loop resonant frequency out in the field is difficult.  As with other robustness
considerations, using estimator dynamics results in poorer robustness characteristics.

Below nominal we say we overestimated the resonant frequency, while above nominal we have
underestimated.  From this we conclude: It is better to underestimate the resonant frequency
than to overestimate.
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7.6 Summary of REC Loop Robustness
Before turning our attention to the effects the outer (speed) loops have on the compensator, we
summarize what we know about REC loop robustness.  Ideally, if we use large enough LTR
gains, the reference input is rendered moot, the compensator dynamics approach that of the
estimator and finally, the order of the compensator is reduced by the order of the Pade
approximation.  These high LTR gains, however, produce estimator poles much too fast to be
practical.  Good results can still be had with more reasonable gains sans the reference input.  The
compensator can still reproduce the internal states and damp out the resonant poles with good
robustness. The downside though, is that the compensator may not be rendered transparent to
outer loops, of which we will have more to say about in the next chapter.

We found that with reasonable LTR gains, using compensator dynamics is preferable to
estimator dynamics.  Good results can be had with the latter, but robustness is not as good.
Unmodeled low frequency lags cannot be tolerated.  If they are found to exist, the model must
take them into account.  It is better to overestimate the time lag and to underestimate torque
regulator bandwidth and resonant frequency.
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Chapter 8. Robustness With Respect to Outer Loops
Equally important to REC (inner-inner) loop robustness, is the effect the speed loops and the
compensation have on each other. Fortunately this is straightforward to ascertain.  We perform
successive root locus on the REC loop, the inner speed loop and finally the outer speed loop.
This gives a good idea of  how the system will vary.  In addition, frequency response and
simulations can also be performed for the various salient transfer functions.

8.1 Method

Torq REC
Plant

2mm/Treg/Pade

"Internally" Closed

τrefpu

- τshaftpu

G(s)u

1/s

A-KfC

Km

Bm

Kf

est x

-

K3 biquad1/sK1

K2

--

ωmpuωmpu

d(z)/dt z k

Figure 8-1: System Topology

We show the open loop state equations and system matrices for each loop based on the above
diagram.  Once the open loop system matrices are found it is an easy matter to perform the root
locus in MATLAB.  As a sanity check, the starting pole positions for each successive root locus
should match the previous loop’s ending position.

Plant G(s) = (Pade, Torque regulator, 2MM)
A - System matrix
B - Torque reference input matrix
C - Shaft torque output matrix
Cw  - Motor velocity output matrix
D - Feedthrough (= 0)
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8.1.1 REC Loop
The State Equations for the “inner-inner loop” or REC loop are –

[ ] [ ]
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(8.1)

To perform the root locus in MATLAB, first form the open loop system: {AOL,BOL,-KOL,0}.
Next, close the loop as, u KOL x= ⋅ ,  with the root locus gain varying from 0 to 1.  Note that the
reference input does not affect pole placement for the REC loop.

8.1.2 Inner Speed Loop
Here the reference input does affect the inner loop, so we need to account for it.  First, close the
inner-inner loop:

[ ]

AI AOL BOL KOL
AOL B K

K C A

BI K BOL No reference input or

BI K
B

B
With reference input

KI C close loop with motor speed
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= + ⋅ =
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(8.2)

If we wish, prior to closing the loop, we can cascade the {AI,BI,KI,0} system with the state
space form of the biquad filter.  To perform the root locus, form the open loop system:
{AI,BI,-KI,0}. Next, close the loop as, u KI x= − ⋅ , with the root locus gain varying from 0 to 1
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8.1.3 Outer Speed Loop
First close the inner loop:

( )
( )
( )

( )
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(8.3)

The outer loop has the speed regulator integrator, state z, so augment the state vector,

[ ]
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KO KI close loop with motor speed
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(8.4)

To perform the root locus, form the open loop system: {AO,BO,-KO,0}. Next, close the loop as,
u KO x= − ⋅ , with the root locus gain varying from 0 to 1.  It may be useful to show the overall
closed loop system for, ω ωref m→

( )
( )
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(8.5)

(The bracketed expressions are those that drop out if the reference input into the REC is not
used.)
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8.2 Compensator Dynamics
We start with a design model incorporating a 200r/s lag for the torque regulator with 8ms time
lag.  The conventional speed regulator is comprised of a 20r/s inner speed loop and 10r/s outer
loop.  The inner speed loop gain is derated as per Figure 7.6 by 3dB. Compensator dynamics,

mmmfmo KBCKAA −−=

are used without the reference input – that is, the REC output is fed back internally as shown in
Figure 6.4.  This gives us a SISO compensator.  The state feedback and state estimator gains are
those as computed in Chapter 7, Figures 7.2-3.

Figure 8-2: Compensator Dynamics: Root Locus Inner-Inner Loop
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Figure 8-3: Compensator Dynamics: Root Locus Inner Speed Loop

Figure 8-4: Compensator Dynamics: Root Locus Outer Speed Loop
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Figure 8-5: Compensator Dynamics: Root Locus Outer Speed Loop – Close-up

Discussion –
All plots: 200r/s Torque Regulator with 10r/s Conventional Speed Regulator, 8ms time lag.

Figure 2. REC Loop: Resonant poles moved out to desired damping ~25% of critical.
Figure 3. Inner Speed Loop: Slight backpedaling on resonant damping. The inertial pole has

moved out to 20r/s.
Figure 4. Outer Speed Loop: Final resonant damping is 20% of critical.
Figure 5. Outer Speed Loop Close-up: Speed regulator pole at 10r/s

The compensator has little effect on the speed regulator provided we have adequate loop
recovery and we derate the inner speed loop gain as per the (1-R2(s)) plot.  There is a slight
effect on the compensation by the speed regulator as we have lost a little bit of damping.  This is
not a problem as we ask for more than we need in the first place.

8.3 Estimator Dynamics
We repeat the successive root locus, this time employing estimator dynamics,

mfm CKAA −=0

corresponding to Figure 6.3 without using the reference input.  Two different REC output gains
(1, 0.55) are tried, with the latter giving the best results.  Using estimator dynamics drops the
compensator order by two (since the Pade approximation is 2nd order).
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Figure 8-6: Estimator Dynamics: Root Locus Inner-Inner Loop k=1

Figure 8-7: Estimator Dynamics: Root Locus Inner-Inner Loop k=.55
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Figure 8-8: Estimator Dynamics: Root Locus Inner Speed Loop k=.55

Figure 8-9: Estimator Dynamics: Root Locus Outer Speed Loop k=.55
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Figure 8-10: Estimator Dynamics: Root Locus Outer Speed Loop k=.55 Close-up

Discussion –
All plots: 200r/s Torque Regulator with 10r/s Conventional Speed Regulator, 8ms time lag.

Figure 6. REC Loop: REC gain = 1 (nominal). Note collision of poles resulting in one pair with
about 15% of critical damping and another set with about 40% of critical damping.

Figure 7. REC Loop: REC gain = .55 From inspection of previous plot we see if we drop the
gain to 0.55 nominal then we wind up with both sets of resulting resonant poles
between 20% and 30% of critical damping.

Figure 8. Inner Speed Loop:  We gain some damping on one set of resonant poles and lose
some damping on the other set.  The inertial pole moves out to 20r/s.

Figure 9. Outer Speed Loop: The dominant resonant pair has damping of 20% of critical.
Figure 10. Outer Speed Loop Close-up: The speed regulator pole moves out to 13r/s.

Overall quite similar results to that of  the compensator dynamics case.  Again, we have to derate
the inner speed loop appropriately and have adequate loop recovery.  Additionally we reduced
the gain of the compensator output in effect derating the REC loop as well.
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8.4 Conversion to Discrete Time
Conversion to discrete time is accomplished using MATLAB’s C2DM command using the
bilinear conversion option with a 1ms sample rate.  This preserves frequency response and
stability [28].  For compensator dynamics -

},,,{}0,,,{ 1
dddd

Bilinearms
mfmmmfm DCBAKKKBCKA  →−−

For observer dynamics –

},,,{}0,,,{ 1
dddd

Bilinearms
mfmfm DCBAKKCKA  →−

The discrete time state space form is converted to 2nd order transfer functions which are
implemented as difference equations.  As a sanity check we compare the continuous time (green
trace) and discrete time (red trace) magnitude and phase responses as well as the step responses.

Figure 8-11: CT(g) & DT(r) Magnitude Comparisons
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Figure 8-12: CT(g) & DT(r) Phase Comparisons

Figure 8-13: CT & DT Step Response Comparisons
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Discussion –
Figure 11. Magnitude Comparisons.  Excellent match well past resonant frequency (300r/s).
Figure 12. Phase Comparisons.  Again, an excellent match well past resonant frequency.
Figure 13. Step Responses. The difference is negligible between the CT and DT responses.

The most crucial implementation issue is to insure a low latency path from the controller to the
drive torque regulator reference injection point.  This is non-trivial as the REC is not
implemented within the drive, but rather externally.  Therefore, scaling and best use of the
available dynamic range for both the D/A (controller output) and A/D (drive input) becomes
important. The REC, when operating will have an output roughly proportional to the ripple on
it’s input.  Therefore, most of the time - when the REC is doing it’s job – the REC output is
small.  On the other hand, transiently the output can be considerably higher.  It was found that a
happy medium was to clamp the output at 0.67PU torque.  That is, ±0.67PU was ±10 volts, the
maximum D/A and A/D voltages.
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8.5 Time Simulations
As a final bench test of our REC design, we perform time simulations of load and speed step
response. For comparison, this is done both with and without the REC.  The simulation includes
DT effects (such as a DT tach, A/D and D/A converters), rate limiting and limited bandwidth
torque sensor - all as described in Chapters 3-5.  The time simulations are performed using
VISSIM [31]. Unless otherwise stated the parameters are:10r/s work-torque speed regulator with
25r/s feedforward; 180Hz Speed regulator sample rate; 200r/s torque regulator; 80PU/sec rate
limit; 50% load step; 2.5% speed step; 3rd order Discrete time REC with estimator dynamics.

8.5.1 Load Torque Step
As the following figures shows, a load step hits the system very hard and therefore provides an
excellent opportunity to really exercise the REC and gage its performance.

Figure 8-14: REC Off: Load Torque Step
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Figure 8-15: REC On: Load Torque Step
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Figure 8-16: REC On: Load Torque Step (Rate Limit Off)

Discussion –
Figure 14. REC Off: Load Torque Step – The mechanical system damping is adjusted to match

the peak magnitude of shaft torque as seen in the lab ~1PU.  Note very small ripple in
motor speed.  Applied Torque is almost completely unaffected by shaft torque
oscillation.

Figure 15. REC On: Load Torque Step – Even with rate limiting, the oscillation is taken out
within 4 cycles. Of course, rate limit is dependent on step size.  Note reduced speed
droop.

Figure 16. REC On: Load Torque Step (no rate limit) – Without rate limiting, the oscillation is
taken out within about 2 cycles.
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8.5.2 Speed Steps
Speed step response shows us the effect the REC has on the speed regulator.  Ideally, the
response shape should be close to the same with the REC on as it is with the REC off.

Figure 8-17: REC Off: Speed Step
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Figure 8-18: REC On: Speed Step

Discussion –
Figure 17. REC Off: Speed Step – The speed step sets up considerable shaft torque ringing.

Some rate limiting occurring.  Even so, speed step is still quite clean with only a trace
of ripple.  Note delay between reference and speeds.

Figure 18. REC On: Speed Step – Almost no shaft torque oscillation.  REC has only slight effect
on speed response as the response is somewhat increased. We note some rate limiting
does occur.
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8.6 Summary
From the root locus robustness study we were able to design a REC filter using estimator
dynamics resulting in a 3rd order filter.  A REC employing compensator dynamics would be even
more robust, but it was felt that the advantage gained by the reduction in order when using
estimator dynamics outweighed the slight loss of robustness.  Part of this is psychological: It
seemed more impressive to use a 3rd order filter – just slightly more complex than the 2nd order
biquad notch filter – than a 5th order filter.  In addition, execution time was less and there were
less filter coefficients to enter (and therefore less potential mistakes).

Time simulations with real world effects (DT effects, non-linearities) show that even with
modest rate limiting action the REC  performed well in suppressing the resonant oscillation.
Effect on the speed regulator response is small.  We can conclude the design is robust with
respect to the action of the inner and outer speed loops.
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Chapter 9. Lab Results
In this chapter we will look at some typical results using the REC with the lab system.  Ramp
tests are performed with the cycloconverter drive.  Speed and load step tests performed with an
IGCT drive which has response similar to that of the cycloconverter.  (The author apologizes for
the “bait-and-switch”, but suitable cycloconverter data for speed and load steps was
unfortunately lost.)   In all cases, the mechanical system is the same.  For comparison, each test
starts with the non-compensated case, then with the biquad notch filter and finally with the REC.

9.1 Torque Sensor Spectrum

Figure 9-1: Torque Sensor Spectrum

In Figure 9.1, the upper trace is a torque sensor time plot, the lower trace is the corresponding
spectrum.  The 45Hz mechanical resonance and 20Hz x6 harmonic are present. Unfortunately, so
is a succession of noise spikes (gray traces).  This is probably due to the signal dropping out as
the shaft turns.  A spike filter was placed at 1500r/s (238Hz) to help filter this out (yellow trace).
The shaft torque sensor at site also had a similar problem until the telemetry antenna was
properly aligned.  These are some of the practical problems mentioned by Butler, et al. [29].
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9.2 Ramps
A speed ramp is a simple yet effective method of gauging performance as we can use the drive
torque harmonics as built in speed dependent probing signals which will excite any resonances
that may be present.  The ramp measurements were taken with the following parameters:

-10% load
-0-2x Base Speed in 45 seconds
-Amplitude Scale: 1 PU Shaft torque = 20*Vpk
-FFT Resolution 1Hz
-Plant Resonance 46Hz
-Measurements taken by a Stanford Research Analyzer. Torque sensor is Bentley-Nevada.
-3rd order REC using estimator dynamics.  Gain = 0.55
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Figure 9-2: No Compensation -Ramp 0-2xBase Speed
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Figure 9-3: Biquad On - Ramp 0-2xBase Speed
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Figure 9-4: REC On - Ramp 0-2xBase Speed

Discussion –
Figure 2. No Compensation.  The peak shaft torque is 62%PU.
Figure 3. Biquad Filter. The peak shaft torque is now 43%PU.
Figure 4. REC On. The peak Shaft Torque is now 1%PU.

As can be seen the REC is very effective at suppressing the torque ripple.  Note that the REC is
only 3rd order.
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9.3 Speed Steps
As noted in the previous chapter, speed steps allow us to gage the effect the REC has on the
speed regulator response.  The conventional speed regulator was set to 10r/s. Run speed set to
produce x24 motor slot ripple at the mechanical resonance.  This gives a worse case test as we
see not only the transient response but the steady state response as well.  Top traces in RPM,
middle traces in Nm (745 = 1PU) and bottom traces shaft torque in PU.

Figure 9-5: No Compensation - 2% Speed Step
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Figure 9-6: Notch Filter On - 2% Speed Step

Figure 9-7: REC On - 10% Speed Step
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Discussion –
Figure 5. No compensation - 3% step. The shape of the speed feedback is fine – except for the

ripple whose magnitude is the same as the step itself.  Shaft torque oscillation is 1.2
peak PU.

Figure 6. Notch Filter On – 3% step.  Much improved response, but shaft torque oscillation still
ranges from 20-50% peak PU.

Figure 7. REC On – 10% step.  The shaft torque oscillation now about 3% peak PU.

Without a shaft torque sensor, one could easily be mislead by the modest level of ripple seen at
the output of the speed regulator, 8% peak PU, in Figure 9.5.  However, there is a gain of 15 to
the shaft.  Likewise, unless the speed feedback trace was magnified sufficiently, one could easily
miss the 3% ripple.  This underscores the difficulty in diagnosing shaft torque vibration
problems. As an aside, with a good system model, we can predict or at least estimate, the
resonant gain from the speed regulator output to the shaft.

9.4 Load Steps
It is difficult to perform a true load step in the lab.  We can approximate one by stepping the
dynamometer, but there are of course limitations as to how fast we can step.  Still, we can get
some idea of compensator performance, in particular with respect to rate limiting action.  The
shaft torque was measured during the test then exported to a file, which then could be imported
by VISSIM for comparison with the simulations. This not only gives an indication of the REC
performance, but the veracity of the simulation as well.  Red traces are the simulated shaft
torques, blue the measured.  Note, we do not include the non-compensated case as the
mechanical damping was so small that the shaft torque swings were just too large to run without
some sort of compensation for this kind of test.
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Figure 9-8: Notch Filter On -1PU Load Step

Figure 9-9: REC On - 1 PU Load Step
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Figure 9-10: REC On - 0.5 PU Load Load Step

Discussion –
Figure 8. Notch filter On – 1 PU step – The peak response (also known as Torque

Amplification Factor or TAF) is 1.7, with very slow decay.  Note good agreement
with simulation.  Almost no rate limiting occurs since the compensation action is very
gentle.

Figure 9. REC On – 1 PU step –  The TAF is about the same, though decay rate is improved.
Heavy rate limiting action occurs during first few cycles which degrades REC
performance.

Figure 10. REC On – 0.5 PU  step- With the smaller load step, REC performance improves as
less rate limiting occurs.

The simulations agree well with the measured values.  Even with rate limiting action, the REC
improves the damping, if not the TAF.
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9.5 Summary
Lab results show that the REC reduces the effects of the torque ripple by increasing the
mechanical damping without compromising the speed regulator performance.  Ramp
performance was excellent. This is the area in which chatter and strip marking problems can
surface as the resonance can build up to truly large values as the mill is ramped.  Speed step
response was good along with reduced shaft torque oscillation.  Finally, even with rate limiting,
the load step response was improved over that of the biquad notch filter.  Load steps are usually
associated with hot mills, but cold mills can suffer strip snap [30] which can produce a load step
disturbance, for instance when the mill tails out (that is, when the strip runs all the way through
the mill stand).

The notch filter gives a gentle compensation, which is still effective in increasing the damping
somewhat, but which still may not suffice in preventing mill chatter.  With either notch filter or
REC compensation, the importance of a good system model cannot be overemphasized.
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Chapter 10. Multiple Spring Mass Systems
Proper placement of the shaft torque sensor is crucial to REC operation.  Unlike the lab where
placement was not a problem as the inline torque sensor itself was the predominant factor for
shaft stiffness, a rolling mill is a different matter altogether.  The drivetrain of a rolling mill is
comprised of a number of shafts and inertias, gearboxes and pinions which produce a set of
natural frequencies. It is by no means obvious as to where the torque sensor should be placed or
even whether our control actuator (essentially the motor applied torque) will be effective in
damping out a troublesome natural frequency.  We turn to modal analysis for help [3].  What
follows is by no means a rigorous treatment of the subject.   The methods we used to model and
simulate multiple spring mass systems are outlined.  To be sure modal analysis is part of the
work the mill builder typically performs and in fact it is the mill builder who supplies the inertia
and springs stiffness data. Electrical suppliers became interested in simulating drivetrains many
years ago when a rash of broken shafts evinced the need to determine what the peak response to a
load step would be at the various shafts.  This is the so called TAF (torque amplification factor)
study [11,12].  What follows is an extension of this type of analysis.  Analysis of the site spring-
mass system will be deferred until the next chapter.

In general, each shaft vibrates as some combination of the system natural frequencies, or
eigenvalues. The number of system poles (eigenvalues, modes, or natural frequencies)  is equal
to the degree of the system, which  is the same as the number of springs.  Each natural frequency
therefore has associated with it a vibratory mode, whereby every shaft in the system vibrates at
that single frequency.  For the case of a system with zero damping, it turns out each shaft can
vibrate only in phase or 180° out of phase with respect to any other shaft.  Of course, the
amplitude can vary.  We can draw a diagram showing the relative phase and amplitude of each
shaft for a particular natural frequency.  This diagram, then depicts the so called mode shapes.
As can be seen by perusing the mode shapes for a rolling mill system, not all shafts can vibrate at
all natural frequencies.

If we could somehow, twist each shaft into some predetermined initial position, then let go, we
could force the system to vibrate in any one of the modes.  A set of these initial shaft positions is
simply the eigenvector for a particular natural frequency.

It should be pointed out that even though a mode shape exists for each natural frequency, not all
natural frequencies will show up in any given actual system response.  This is because the modes
are based only on the topology of the system.  The response of the actual system to a load step or
reference step is also determined by the zeros of the system, which are a function not only of
topology but also of where the system inputs and outputs are said to be taken.

These zeros can modify the natural response of the system significantly.  In fact, should a set of
complex conjugate zeros (sometimes called anti-resonances) exist at the same frequency as a
natural frequency, that frequency will not show up at all in the response. For this reason, it is
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useful to plot the frequency response from applied torque to each shaft to help determine the
sensitivity of each shaft to the various modes.  This is a complement to the mode shape diagrams.

Also useful, as speed feedback is used in the control, is the frequency response of applied torque
to motor speed.  This helps to indicate what modes can be influenced by the speed regulator, as
well as limitations to the speed response due to the resonances and anti-resonances.  It can be
shown there will always be an anti-resonance in the speed response between 0r/s and the first
mode (as was the case with two-mass model systems). Furthermore, this anti-resonance is related
to the ratio of motor inertia to total inertia - the greater this ratio the closer the anti-resonance will
be to the first modal frequency.

As will be seen in a later chapter, should the speed regulator crossover be within 3-to-1 of the
anti-resonance, the speed step response will have a dip during the rise time.  However, this anti-
resonance is not seen at the rolls, therefore the roll speed response to a motor speed step will be
in fact smooth.  This is shown in the frequency response plots of applied torque to roll speed.

Besides the modal diagrams, frequency responses and speed step response, the load step response
is also valuable.  We define TAF (Torque Amplification Factor) as the peak response of the
spring-mass system to a 1 per-unit load step with a 20r/s speed regulator connected.  We assume
no damping of the spring-mass system, though the speed regulator can serve to dampen
somewhat the first mode provided time and phase lags are kept to a minimum as we saw in
Chapter 4 for two-inertia models.
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10.1 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
As a simple example, we take the 4-inertia, 3-spring system of Figure 10.1.  We can think of
inertia J1 as the “motor”, J4 as the “rolls” while inertias J2 and J3 form a gearbox with gear ratio
GR.  K12,K23,K34 are the shaft spring constants.

We can now write the equations of motion (assuming for the moment GR=1)

( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )

− = − −

− = − + −

− = − + −

− = − +
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J s K K

J s K K
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(10.1)

where, θ θ θ θ1 2 3 4, , ,  are the position in radians of each inertia, and τ τa L,  are the applied and load
torques.  This gives rise to the following simulation diagram -

-

Example Spring-Mass Model
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Figure 10-1: Example Spring-Mass Model
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(Note the action of the gearbox as indicated by 1/GR in the forward and feedback paths.)  At this
point, the simulation diagram can be implemented in an appropriate software package such as
VISSIM whereby the eigenvalues and TAF’s may be easily found.  However, to shed some more
light on the situation, we can take the analysis a little further.  Placing, Equation 10.1 in matrix
form and ignoring for the time being, the external inputs, yields,
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(10.2)

Now let s2 2→ −ω ,
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Figure 10-2 Simulation Diagram
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The above matrix can be decomposed as follows,
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Equation  10.2  can now be re-written in matrix notation as,

[ ]K J− ⋅ =ω θ2 0 (10.5)
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Dividing each row by Ji ,
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From this, we see that the characteristic equation is now simply,
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J K I− − =1 2 0ω (10.8)

where J K−1  is the system matrix from the simulation diagram.  A math package, such as
MATLAB can easily solve this for the eigenvectors and eigenvalues.  The spring matrix, K, can
be formed in a straightforward manner by noting that the ith diagonal element is the sum of the
springs connected to the ith inertia, while the off-diagonal elements indicate the connection to the
ith inertia of the adjacent inertias via the intervening springs.

10.2 Simulation and TAF
The above set of equations are useful for finding the eigenvalues of the system, but for
simulation we need to have the system modeled as a set of first order equations.  This is readily
done by defining the following state variables, xi ,
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The system now looks like this,
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The shaft torque outputs are given as the spring constant times the difference in spring position.
For example, across spring K12 ,

( ) [ ] xKxxK ⋅−=−= 01112211212τ (10.10)
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10.3 Per-unit Basis, Reflection of Inertias & Spring Constants
To simulate for TAF  we need to connect in the speed regulator.  This entails that we place the
spring mass system on a per-unit basis.  Referring to Figure 10.2, we place a gain block of 1 per-
unit torque at the applied torque and load torque inputs.  (Note: For systems where a single motor
drives both the upper and lower rollsets via a pinion stand, the load torque inputs each have a
gain of 1/2 per-unit torque.)  At the motor and roll speed outputs, we place a gain block of 1/ per-
unit (base) speed in rad/s.  This allows us to define a per-unit inertia as follows,

( )( )
J

base spd J

per unit torquepu
T≡

−
(10.11)

where, J JT i≡ ∑

The crossover of the speed regulator can now be set by the speed regulator gain,

K JSR c pu= ⋅ω (10.12)

If we have a gearbox, the per-unit inertia assumes we have reflected the inertias either to the rolls
or to the motors (it does not matter which as long as we use Equations 10.11-12 consistently).
Referring to Figure 10.2, the gains needed due to the gearbox gear ratio are indicated.  By block
diagram manipulation we can move the gear ratio gain down towards the load, resulting in both
the spring constants and inertias on the load side of the gearbox (J3,J4,K23, K34) being

multiplied by 
1

2GR
.  Thus the inertias are reflected to the motor.  If we reflect to the rolls, the

spring constant and inertias on the motor side of the gearbox (K12, J1) are multiplied by GR2 .
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10.4 Simulation Method
Since motor speed is itself a state variable, we can close the speed loop simply as follows: First,
define the following systems matrices,

•  Aa =  system matrix derived in Equation 10.9
•  Ba = applied torque input vector
•  Bal = load torque input vector
•  Cw = motor speed output vector
•  C12 = Shaft torque across spring K12
•  Ksr = speed loop gain from Equation 10.12

To simulate the response to a load step across spring K12, for example,  with the speed regulator
connected,  use the system,

{ }Aa Ba Cw Ksr Ksr Ba C− ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, , ,12 0  (10.13)

Likewise for any other shaft torque output.  Frequency response plots can be done in similar
fashion, with or without the speed regulator connected. For example, the frequency response for
the transfer function from applied torque to shaft torque across K12, use the system,

{ }Aa Ba C, , ,12 0 (10.14)

As can be seen, building a simulation for a system with a large number of shafts and springs may
be tedious, but need not be difficult.  In the following chapter we will apply these methods to the
site mechanical system.
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10.5 Unit Conversions
Considering the confusion units can cause, it is worthwhile to say a few words on the subject.

For metric inertias, use: newton-meter- s2 (= kilogram-meter 2 )  “metric moment of inertia”
For metric spring constants, use:  newton-meter/rad

Often, inertias are given as lb-ft 2 (“WK 2 ”).  Note that the form is the same both for metric
moment of inertia and the British WK 2 , but the WK 2  has the acceleration due to gravity
subsumed in it, therefore dimensionally is not the same  The correct units would then be in terms
of  lbf-in- s2  for inertia and in-lbf / rad for the spring constant, where lb f = ”pound force” as

opposed to “pound mass”.

( )12)2.32(

2
2 ftlb

sinlb f

⋅=⋅⋅ (10.15)

 For conversion to metric,

kg m
lb ft⋅ = ⋅2

2

23 7.
   inertia 

( )( )
n m

rad

in lbf⋅
=

⋅
12 738.

 spring constant (10.16)

For data given in terms of kilogram-force (kgf):  The conversion from newtons,

kgf
n

g
g

m

s
= = ⋅, .9 8

2
(10.17)

Therefore, to convert we use,

kg m g kgf m s⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅2 2  inertia
kg m

rad
g

kgf m

rad

⋅ = ⋅
        spring constant (10.18)
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Chapter 11. Site Preliminary Analysis
Real world verification of drivetrain resonance compensation was gained at the test site, a
modern 2-stand tandem cold reducing mill.  A number of challenges presented themselves.  First,
the site system was not an inherent 2-inertia system as was the lab.  Second, it was by no means
clear as to which shaft the torque sensors should be mounted. Third, could the effects of gear
backlash be ignored. Fourth, would the (unmodeled) effect of the roll bite cause problems. Fifth,
would the (unmodeled) effects of the tension and gage control loops cause problems. Finally,
could we verify the system parameters using the drive’s PRBS excitation and the system analysis
tools.

Site testing comprised of three phases:
•  Preliminary analysis and simulation of site multiple spring-mass system.
•  Verification of system model and parameters.
•  Compensator design and test.

This chapter will be concerned with the preliminary analysis given spring-mass data from the
mill builder as well as what we know about the cycloconverter drive from lab tests.

11.1 Analysis of Site System
Each stand’s drivetrain consists of a single (7500HP) motor driving the upper and lower rollsets
through a gearbox and pinion stand. The most interesting feature here is the 1:1.72 gear up for a
gear ratio of  0.58.  Referred to the motor, this reflects the inertias on the roll side of the gearbox
upwards by the inverse of the gear ratio squared.  This gives us a high load-to-motor inertia ratio
which implies that the closed loop resonant poles will differ from the open loop.

Cold Mill Stands 1 & 2
 Spring-Mass Model

J7

J4

K45 Gear &
Pinions
GR=0.58
(gear up)

K34

K48

J1J2

Motor

K12K23
J3

J5J6

SpindleLower
Roll Set

K67 K56

-

J9 J8J10

Spindle
Upper

Roll Set

K89K910

Coupling

Figure 11-1: Mechanical System Layout
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With the inertias and springs given by the mill builder, numbered as shown and assuming no
damping, the spring mass analysis revealed the following open loop natural frequencies:

Mode  0        1          2          3         4           5           6           7             8             9
Hz       0.00   15.42   17.69   68.35  191.23  300.86  303.91  406.47    433.85    451.63

Table 11-1: Drivetrain Natural Frequencies

Mode 0 is the inertial mode and as a check, it’s eigenvectors should all be normalized to 1.  We
are most concerned with the first few modes.  The corresponding modal diagrams are shown
next.

Figure 11-2: Modal Diagrams

These plots show the relative oscillation magnitude and phase at each inertia.  Shaft torque
response is easily inferred by noting that the shaft torque is merely the position difference in
adjacent inertias multiplied by the spring constant.  For instance, not much is seen for the
15.42Hz mode until after the gearbox/pinions. Therefore, a torque sensor placed at the motor
shaft between inertias one and two, will not see this mode.  Also note, we do not want to place a
torque sensor on any shaft where the mode shape crosses over from negative to positive (or vice-
versa), as this indicates there will be a position on that shaft where the sensor will read null for
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that mode.  So for the 15.42Hz mode, mounting the sensor between the gearbox/pinions and
spindle would not be a good idea.

The 15.42Hz mode is not seen at the motor, whereas the 17.69Hz is. Which frequency do we
need to be concerned with? The following frequency response plot of applied torque reference to
motor speed and roll speed clarifies this.  Again, no initial damping is assumed. This closed loop
plot assumes an inner 20r/s speed regulator only, no time lag and infinite torque regulator
response.

Figure 11-3: Applied TQ to Motor & Roll Speed

The black, blue and red traces are the frequency responses to motor speed (open loop),  roll
speed (open loop) and motor speed (closed loop). First note that the 15.42Hz does not show up.
This is good since the torque sensor can now be mounted at the motor shaft and will see the
17.69 mode.  The actuator and sensor are then co-located.  Also from the mode shape we see
there is no null.  (It turns out that the 15.42Hz mode is that due to both top and bottom rollsets
vibrating together as one lumped inertia.)

Also note that the roll response does not see the complex zeros that the motor speed does.  This
is the same result as for the 2-inertia case discussed previously.  The next higher mode (68.35Hz)
shows up in both motor and roll response, though again, only the motor sees the complex zeros
between.  Finally, for the ideal case shown, closing the speed loop damps out the 17.69Hz mode.
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(Of course the ideal case is not what we have at site as the time lags in the drive will cause
problems as the speed loop is closed.)  We now check the applied torque to shaft torque
responses.  In all cases, the 15.42Hz mode is surpressed.  An example is shown next.

Figure 11-4: Applied TQ to Shaft TQs

The higher modes show up, but as there is little we can do about them, we can only make sure
we don’t aggravate them with our compensator design.   As a final note, from the modal plot for
the 17.69Hz mode we see that the null point is at the spindle.  This indicates that this shaft has
the most sensitivity to changes in the spring stiffness.  In fact, should we find out at site that the
mill builder data is wrong and the measured open loop resonance is not the same as that
calculated, we can modify the appropriate stiffness – in this case K56 and K89 – to adjust the
frequency.  This will have little effect on the other natural frequencies.  Of course, we could just
modify the two inertia model as well.
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11.2 Two-inertia Model
We would like to model the 17.69Hz mode.  To do this, we know that the total inertia has to be
the same as for the multiple inertia case, and in addition, we would like the complex zeros to also
match.  This amounts to adjusting the ratio of the “motor” inertia to the “load” inertia, until we
match the complex zeros as we set the spring constant to give us the desired resonant frequency.
(In this case rounded up to 18Hz.)  The following figure shows the match.  The red trace is the 2-
inertia model and it overlays the multiple inertia model very well through the range of interest.

Figure 11-5: Multiple Inertia, 2-inertia Models

The statistics for the 2-inertia system are –

ωo         ωzeros    Jpu    Jload/Jmotor    Ripple Gain (Jload/Jtotal)
114r/s    69r/s    .71   1.74             .63

Table 11-2: Equivalent 2-Inertia Model Statistics
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11.3 Two-inertia Model Analysis
We start with an inner root locus with the speed regulator set for an inner loop of 20r/s,  Figure
11.6. We assume no initial damping, a torque regulator lag of 200r/s and a lumped time lag of
8ms which includes the torque regulator delay and speed feedback delay with a tach sample rate
of 180Hz.  The system is unstable, crossing over into the right hand plane at around 126r/s
(20Hz).  To stabilize we have to turn the gain down to a 10r/s inner loop (5r/s outer loop).  The
other item of interest is that the 200r/s torque regulator pole comes all the way in and collides
with the inertial pole.  This is quite unlike the ideal inertial system, but is characteristic of these
types of systems where the load is heavier than the motor.

Figure 11-6: 2-inertia Model Inner Root Locus
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Figure 11.7 shows the Campbell diagram.  This shows what speeds will generate harmonics that
coincide with the 20Hz closed loop resonance. Where a harmonic line intersects the 20Hz line
indicates a potential resonant run speed.  The harmonics from left to right are: x24, x12, x6, x2,
x1 with the last two being tach ripple frequencies.

Figure 11-7: Campbell Diagram

In table form:

BASE SPEED = 8.30Hz, TOP SPEED = 2.32pu
Modal Frequency 20.00Hz

Harmonic Ripple Frequency Per-unit
x24 0.83Hz .10
x12 1.67Hz .20
x6 3.33Hz .39
x2 10.00Hz 1.20 Tach ripple
x1 20.00Hz 2.41 Tach ripple

Table 11-3 : Run Speed & Harmonics
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The x6 harmonic is the one to watch out for.  For a base per-unit speed of 250RPM we see that
the x6 harmonic will correspond to the plant resonance at 0.39PU or 97.5RPM. The peripheral
speed in feet-per-minute is given as,

( ) ( )πGR
diameterroll

RPMFPM 




=

12
(11.1)

For 17.32 inch work rolls this yields 760FPM.  This ignores slip, as linear strip speed is not
exactly the same as roll peripheral speed due to the effect of reduction at the roll byte.  This
difference is small and can be ignored for our purposes.

Based on the foregoing analysis, we can predict that the system will be unstable for any speed
regulator setting above 5r/s, that with a 5r/s speed regulator the open loop resonant poles will
shift upwards from 18Hz to 20Hz when the speed loops are closed and finally, that the x6
harmonic of operating frequency (speed) will coincide with the closed loop resonance when the
strip speed is around 760FPM.  At that speed we should see high values of shaft torsional
vibration.
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Chapter 12. Backlash
In the next chapter it will be seen that gear backlash had a huge effect on the verification of the
system parameters at site.  This prompted the following study of backlash, which proved quite
successful in explaining some of the phenomena seen at site such as the effect on system
identification.  It also provided valuable insight as to how the various compensators (notch
filters, REC) would perform in the presence of backlash.

Simulation of the backlash non-linearity is easy to do.  The idea is this: When the shaft position
difference (in radians) is within the backlash region (deadband) , no torque is transmitted through
the shaft.  The backlash region is simply plus or minus one-half the backlash angle.  The
backlash angle is the angle in radians that the gear has to travel before the gear faces mesh.  We
define a position difference of zero to be exactly in the middle of the backlash region.
Essentially, when in backlash we now have two independent systems on either side of the gears.

12.1 Simulation
Figure 12.1 shows the backlash transfer function.

Backlash Non-linearity Transfer Function

∆θin

∆θout

θb/2

−θb/2

Backlash region

Ks

∆θout=(∆θin−θb/2)Κs ∆θin > θb/2

∆θout=(∆θin+θb/2)Κs ∆θin <= θb/2

Figure 12-1: Backlash Transfer Function

The backlash transfer function is placed at the output of the position difference integrator. The
output of the backlash block is multiplied by the spring constant, Ks.  Without backlash, the
output is,

)( insout K θθ ∆=∆ (12.1)
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However, backlash adds in an offset whenever the magnitude of the position difference is greater
than one-half the backlash angle,

2
,

2
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ins
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inout K
θθθθθ >∆





 −∆=∆
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,

2
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ins
b

inout K
θθθθθ ≤∆





 +∆=∆

22
,0 b

in
b

out

θθθθ <∆<−=∆ (12.2)

Simulation is an excellent way to “visualize” the backlash effect.   We show some examples on
variations of the 2-inertia site model.  The outer speed loop is disabled. The inner speed loop is
set for 10r/s. A small amount (2%PU) load is used. Figure 12.2 shows the effect of backlash on a
5% speed step with a well damped plant.  The top plot shows the position difference (red trace)
with the backlash limits (±0.002 rad). The bottom plot shows the speed step.  The blue trace is
the reference, red is motor speed and magenta is the roll (or load) speed.

Figure 12-2: Well damped plant w/backlash
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Notice the hook in the motor response down step. This is characteristic of backlash. (The slight
hook on the up step is due to the load inertia being much larger than the motor inertia as
discussed in Chapter 10.)   The top plot shows what is going on at the shaft. When the position
difference is in between the limits, we are in the backlash region and the load is essentially
disconnected from the motor. The magenta trace is a flag that when positive denotes the position
difference is within the backlash region.  The small load biases the position difference out of the
backlash region, so when we up step we have a linear system.  However, when we down step, the
negative going torque slows down the motor and the rolls detach causing the motor to slow down
even more quickly (forcing the speed regulator to apply torque in the opposite direction) and we
step completely through the backlash region.  Once the motor and rolls make contact again the
system is linear and the shaft twists producing torque in the positive direction which speeds up
the motor once again detaching the motor from the rolls. The speed regulator tries to compensate
in the other direction.  And so it goes.

Figure 12.3 shows the response for a highly underdamped plant without backlash. This is for
comparison with Figure 12.4 which has the backlash turned on.

Figure 12-3: Underdamped plant w/o backlash
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Figure 12-4: Underdamped plant w/backlash

We now have the interesting situation where the backlash has dampened out the ripple. (This is a
rather rough form of damping and not recommended!) The step is now a combination of
resonance and backlash effect for both up and down steps. For an up step the load torque is not
enough to bias the step completely out of the backlash region due to the magnitude of the ripple.
The down step looks similar to that of Figure 12.2 but with several hooks corresponding to the
gear teeth going completely through the backlash region multiple times.  As an aside, imagine
the backlash flag being sent through a speaker, as that is what a bad case of backlash sounds like:
a syncopated pattern of loud bangs.

The simulation gives us a feel for what is going on, but it does not tell us, for example, when we
will get this dampening effect and when will we will go unstable.  For that, we once again, turn
to the root locus.

12.2 Root Locus Analysis
Aside from time domain simulation, we can get a feel for backlash behavior by performing a root
locus on the equivalent 2-inertia model spring stiffness with the inner speed loop closed.  This
follows from the describing function analysis (see, for example, [13] Chestnut & Mayer,
Servomechanisms and Regulating System Design), of backlash in resonant systems which shows
that the effective spring stiffness (and hence resonant frequency) decreases when the system is in
backlash.  It should be said that predicting the decrease in stiffness is a non-linear function of
backlash angle, load torque and driving amplitude, and so is quite difficult.  All we can show is
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that should the stiffness decrease somehow, this is what the poles will do.  The root locus
derivation will be derived at the end of the chapter.  To demonstrate, consider Figure 12.5.

Figure 12-5: Root Locus Spring Stiffness

The locus is with the inner speed loop closed as we decrease the spring stiffness.  As we do this,
the resonant frequency decreases and dampens out. Nowhere on the locus does the system go
unstable.  This agrees with our simulation. In fact the resonant frequency in Figure 12.5 is less
than that of Figure 12.3 as predicted by the root locus.  Using this method, we can evaluate
compensation schemes to determine their effect on system stability in the presence of backlash
(as would be the case when the mill was lightly loaded).  For instance, Figure 12.6 shows the
locus with a notch filter in place.
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Figure 12-6: Root Locus Spring Stiffness w/notch filter

This notch has zero numerator damping.  We see from the locus that there is certainly the
potential for instability at some operating point. Compare this with Figure 12.7 where we have
added some numerator damping to the notch.  As pointed out previously, with a heavy load to
motor inertia ratio numerator damping can be quite effective.  Figure 12.7 shows that even in the
presence of backlash we should stay stable, though there is the possibility of a stable limit cycle
should the poles move dead on the jω axis.  (The author has witnessed this phenomena at site.)
Simulations can be now be done to determine if in fact this would be a problem for the range of
conditions likely to be encountered. Straight away we know that this latter notch filter is a better
candidate than the former version.
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Figure 12-7: Root Locus Spring Stiffness w/notch filter

12.3 Derivation of Root Locus Form
The root locus form requires unity gain feedback with the spring stiffness K isolated.  Figure
12.8 shows the steps in reducing the 2-inertia model with inner speed loop and resonance
compensation filters to the required form.  The transfer function blocks are as follows:

Gm(s) – motor inertia and integrator.  May include damping.
GL(s) – load inertia and integrator.  May include damping.
R1(s) – compensator sensor feedback TF (see Chapter 6)
R2(s) – compensator reference TF (see Chapter 6)
R2’(s) – (1-R2(s))
T(s) -  Notch filter, torque regulator and Pade (latency) approximation
K3 -  inner speed loop gain
K -  spring stiffness
G’m(s) – Reduced Gm(s), R1(s), R2(s), T(s), K3 loop.

Since we are only interested in the poles, we can take either speed reference-to-shaft torque or
load torque-to-shaft torque as our transfer function.  We choose the latter and let the speed
reference be zero.
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Figure 12-8: Reduction to Root Locus Form
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Progressing from Steps(1) to ( 2) to (3) We see that G’m(s)  is –

3)()(’2)(1

)(
)()(1

KsTsRsG

sG
sTsR

m

m

+
− (12.1)

Steps(5) to (6)  follow from forming unity gain feedback.  As noted in Step(6), the only
difference in the transfer functions speed reference-to-shaft torque and load torque-to-shaft
torque is contained in the block preceding the unity gain feedback section.

With this form we can evaluate a 2-inertia system with (or without) an inner speed loop plus
notch filter or REC compensation.  Examples with REC compensation will be shown in a later
chapter.

12.4 Effect of Backlash on System Identification
We next show two empirical transfer function estimates for the speed regulator output-to-shaft
torque transfer function with (blue trace) and without (red trace) backlash. The conditions are the
same as for the previous simulations.

Figure 12-9: ETFE with(blue) and w/o(red) backlash
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Backlash washes out and smears the resonance. The only way to avoid this requires any system
identification to be performed with enough load to keep the gear teeth meshed.  Practically this
means system identification must be done with strip in the mill as that is the only way to generate
enough load torque to insure the system stays out of backlash.

12.5 Site Time Plot Example

Figure 12-10: Shaft Torque (blk) and Speed Regulator Output (b)

This plot was taken at site with the mill unloaded.  The mill was ramped up in an attempt to
provide enough accelerating torque to load down the mill so as to keep out of backlash.  The
ramp starts at about 0.7 seconds which can be seen on the plot.  Prior to the start of the ramp
there is some 13Hz ripple seen at the speed regulator output, but none to speak of at the shaft.
The system becomes more linear as the accelerating torque provides some load and the
oscillations increase in amplitude substantially at both the shaft and speed regulator output.   The
frequency also increased to 15Hz.  The system is still in backlash as the accelerating torque is not
enough to keep the all the gear faces together.  In the region with the ramp, we see the
characteristic chopping off of the bottom of the shaft torque due the backlash.  Of course, the site
mechanical system is not a 2-inertia system, so we see other effects there as well.  The speed
regulator output is going negative which is an indication that backlash will be present.  However,
even if the output stayed positive, there may be enough resonant gain to the shaft that will force
the shaft torque oscillations negative and hence into backlash.  This one plot brings into play
every effect noted in this chapter.
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Chapter 13. Site Verification of System Model
The mill was rolling steel when the author came to site.  As predicted, the speed regulators
were set to 5r/s, as anything above that caused the mill to “chatter”, that is to shake.  Mill
chatter of this magnitude is an unforgettable experience as the whole building shakes
accompanied by a terrific noise.

The mill was instrumented with torque sensors at the motor shafts and calibrated.  The sensors
consist of two sets of strain gages placed opposite on the shaft.  A collar mounted on the shaft
contains an antenna which does double duty by transmitting telemetry and as well as receiving
power to drive the strain gages.  Surrounding the rotating collar is a stationary antenna
connected to the electronics unit.  The electronics unit takes care of feeding power to the
sensors and converting the telemetry into a high bandwidth frequency modulated signal which
is sent over coax to a receiving unit two some distance away in the control room.  Alignment of
the stationary and rotating antennas is crucial to reliable operation.

13.1 Unloaded Tests
We started with the mill unloaded, that is, no strip.  A 1% speed step was performed with the
speed regulators set at 10r/s closed loop with 10r/s feedforward. As shown in Figure 13.11 the
response is very clean and shows no sign of resonance.

Figure 13-1: Unloaded Speed Step (1%) Response
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Next a ramp test was performed with the torque sensor spectrum data captured as a waterfall
plot.  The FFT was 200 lines (2 seconds/trace) from 0-100Hz.  The ramp was 0-90% top speed
over 72 seconds.

Figure 13-2: Ramp Test

The x6 harmonic line is clearly visible.  No resonant point in evidence.  No peak is more than
1.5% PU.  A PRBS test was tried next.  A total of 2048 points at a sample rate of 180Hz (same
as the speed regulator) was taken.  This gives 2048/180 = 11.4 seconds of data.  The technique
is to run the drive at a constant RPM, turn on the PRBS to let settle then collect data.  Figure
13.3 shows the results empirical transfer function estimate (ETFE):  Absolutely no resonance.
Additional tests were performed all leading to the same conclusion.  At this point the author
was wondering if he had a thesis anymore.  What happened to the resonance?

Gear backlash.  This is what prompted the study of the subject.  As shown in the previous
chapter, backlash (at the gear box/pinions and at the rolls in particular) wash out the resonance.
PRBS is especially counterproductive with backlash.  Suffice to say that the solution was to run
all tests under load.  This would force the gear teeth to stay meshed.  Two ways presented
themselves.  One way is to provide enough accelerating torque from a hard ramp.  The other is
to run with strip in the mill.  The former method helped to some extent, but the real solution
was to run with strip in the mill.
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Figure 13-3: PRBS Test – Speed Reg Out to Shaft TQ

13.2 Loaded Tests
Once load was applied, the system became linear and the resonance came out with a
vengeance.  As mentioned in the chapter introduction, the speed regulators could be tuned to no
more than 5r/s before chatter set in.  Figure 13.4 shows a waterfall plot of  the steady state
spectrum of the shaft torque with the mill running at 760FPM (the worst running speed) just
prior to tailout.  The peak shaft torque is in excess of 25% PU peak.  The closed loop resonant
frequency – as predicted – is 20Hz. Interestingly enough, even at this high level of torsional
vibration the strip gage was not noticeably affected.

Figure 13.5 shows the ETFE for speed reference to speed feedback with 5r/s speed regulators
and 10r/s feedforward.   The PRBS excitation is 0.25% base speed (this had no effect on the
strip at this amplitude). Superimposed is the model response.  The ETFE is none too clean for
several reasons: Tach ripple shows up at low frequencies and can corrupt the response, the
large value of resonant amplitude throws the drive into rate limit and finally, outer loop tension
and gage regulators feed into the speed reference and hence show up as low frequency
disturbances.  Still, the overlaid model fits well.  At this point we can have some confidence in
our system model.

It is worth noting, that these tests are typically run unloaded during the tune-up process.  As we
have seen, the resonance does not necessarily announce itself until the mill is loaded enough –
usually only with strip in the mill – that the resonance makes it’s presence known.  This only
adds to the reputation of vibration problems being difficult and somewhat mysterious in nature.
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Figure 13-4: Shaft TQ (5r/s speed reg) - strip in mill
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Figure 13-5: ETFE + Model Comparison

13.3 Simulations

13.3.1 2-Inertia Model
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Figure 13-6: 2-Inertia Model - No Backlash

We tune-up our 2-inertia model to match what we know about the plant as near as possible.
The top plot shows shaft torque (red) and motor applied torque (blue).  The middle plot shows
speed reference (blue), motor speed (red) and load speed (magenta). The bottom plot shows the
torque reference (red), rate limited torque reference (blue) and the rate limit flag (magenta).
Rate limit is set to 80PU/sec. The speed regulator is set to 5r/s closed loop (the system is
unstable for values higher than this) with 25r/s feedforward work-torque. A 50% load step is
followed by a 2.5% speed step up then down, and finally a 50% load down step.  Damping is
set to give about 50% peak-to-peak shaft torque swing after the load down step without
backlash. The closed loop oscillation frequency is 20 Hz.  Due to the high load inertia, the
speed step hits the system harder than the load step. There is some slight rate limiting on the
speed steps.
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Figure 13-7: 2-Inertia Model w/Backlash

With backlash, we see that the oscillations due to the load step is aggravated, even though the
system is in the backlash region for only a few cycles.  This is due to the effect of the gear teeth
slamming together after riding through the backlash. (See Figure 13.8) This is a well known
phenomenon in rolling mills as the TAF is considerably worse when backlash is present.
Interestingly enough, the down speed step is somewhat improved, though the system is for the
most part linear at that point.  This should not be considered a general effect of systems with
backlash!

The speed steps are done with load – therefore biasing the system away from backlash - as that
is typically how the mill operates. A load step on the other hand is not usual for a cold mill as is
the case for a hot mill. However, strip snap is possible whereby the stored energy of the strip in
tension acting as a spring is released, for example on tailout. This can have an effect similar to
a load step.
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Figure 13-8: Backlash Region

A close-up of the position difference showing the backlash limits is shown.  The upper plot
shows the position difference, backlash limits and the backlash flag. The lower plot shows
motor, roll and reference speeds. The system damps down after the load down step forces the
system into backlash.  This is to be expected from our backlash study.  Note the amount of
travel at the initial load step before the gear teeth mesh. The inertias are clearly accelerating
thereby creating a large torque when the gear teeth slam together, hence the large TAF.
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13.3.2 Full Inertia Model

Figure 13-9: Full Inertia Model - No Backlash

As with the 2-inertia model, we first calibrate the full inertia model without backlash.  With
reference to the full inertia model shaft numbering, we plot shaft torque across spring K12
(shaft from motor to coupling – red trace), shaft torque across the spindle K56 (magenta trace)
and motor applied torque (blue trace).  Note that the spindle (DC) torque is half that of the
motor shaft torque or applied torque due to the pinions, there being two spindles driven from
the same motor.  We plot spindle torque since we know from our study of the mill’s multiple
spring-mass system that the spindles have the most effect on the system first natural frequency.
With the level of damping used, there is little evidence of the higher frequency modes.  Note
that the speed steps are improved as compared to the 2-inertia model, though the load steps are
comprable.  This probably should not be construed to be a general characteristic of these kinds
of systems.
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Figure 13-10: Full Inertia Model w/Backlash

With reference to the full inertia model shaft numbering, backlash non-linearities are placed at
the motor coupling (K23),  plus the input and outputs of  the gearbox/pinions (K34, K45, K48).
The backlash values are from the mill builder.

The full inertia model with backlash is generally worse than the 2-inertia model case, Figure
13.7.  This is probably due to the cumulative effect of the several backlash non-linearities
causing more time to be spent in deadband. Note the higher frequency modes showing up at the
troughs of the shaft torques at the load step.

At this point we have a realistic simulation of the plant and can proceed to the REC filter
design.
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Chapter 14. SITE REC Design & Bench Test
Based on what we know about the site mechanical system, we are now in a position to design
and bench test the REC.  Some iteration will be required before a satisfactory design emerges.

14.1 First Cut Design

Figure 14-1: State feedback poles locus

We follow the same procedure used with the lab system.  A first order Pade approximation is
used to model the 8ms time lags.  The torque regulator is a 200r/s lag. We show the locus of the
state feedback poles as we iterate on the state feedback gains. Lab experience and simulations
show that a good strategy is to ask for more damping than required as we will lose some as we
go from the ideal case to the real world.  Here the final damping factor is seen to be 0.3 of
critical.   As in the lab system, the torque regulator pole moves in slightly while the Pade time
lag approximation stays put.
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Figure 14-2: Observer poles locus

Figure 14.2 likewise shows the observer poles as we iterate on the observer gains. From our lab
experience we know that five iterations should produce a satisfactory set of estimator poles.
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Figure 14-3: (1-R2(s)) Series Compensation TF

14.1.1 Root Locus
As a first cut, we design the REC to use compensator rather than estimator dynamics as we know
this has superior REC loop robustness. Since the REC is a SISO design we do not use the
reference input, hence from Figure 14.3 we see we have to derate the inner speed loop gain by
4dB or 63%. We perform root locus to vet the design. . The conventional speed regulator is set to
20r/s inner loop, 10r/s outer loop.
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Figure 14-4: Inner-inner REC Loop

Figure 14-5: Inner Speed Loop
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Figure 14-6: Outer Loop

The final damping of the resonant poles is seen to be in Figure 14.6 slightly less than 20% of
critical.  The inertial mode is similar to that seen previously during the site preliminary analysis:
Because the load inertia is greater than the motor inertia, we see this tendency for the inertial
mode to “overshoot” its ideal position.  With the REC, this tendency is even more pronounced,
indicating we need to derate the inner speed loop gain even more than indicated by Figure 14.3.
Derating the inner speed loop gain does go against the design goal that the speed regulator gains
need not be changed with the inclusion of the REC.  Of course, if push came to shove, if derating
is necessary then derate we will.  However, after some experimenting a way was found around
this problem.
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14.2 Final Design
The solution to the problem of derating was motivated primarily due to the observation that the
REC has a small DC gain proportional to the load torque which produces an offset at the output
of the compensator.  This offset takes up some of the dynamic range of the REC-A/D-D/A path
into the drive torque regulator reference.  A single pole highpass DC blocking filter was
appended to the REC output.   After some experimentation it was found that a filter with a
bandwidth of 100r/s coupled with a REC using estimator dynamics gave good results. .  This
designs yields a 4th order filter with damping of 20-30% critical for the resonant poles.  As usual
we perform root locus in to vet the design.

14.2.1 Root Locus

14.2.1.1 Speed Loops

Figure 14-7: Inner-inner REC Loop
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Figure 14-8: Inner Speed Loop

Figure 14-9: Outer Speed Loop
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Figure 14-10: Outer Speed Loop – Rigid Body Mode Close Up

Discussion –
Figure 7. The “inner-inner” REC loop. This loop looks considerably different from that seen

previously,  but we end up with good results as we close the speed loops.
Figure 8. Inner Speed Loop. The “overshoot” of the inner loop inertial pole is eliminated.
Figure 9. Outer Speed Loop. The resultant complex sets of poles are damped between 20% and

30% of critical.
Figure 10. Close-up Outer Speed Loop. The inertial mode ends up with a pole at 10r/s – right

where it would be for the ideal case.

The modified REC design using a high pass DC blocking filter looks to be effective at damping
the mechanical resonant poles as well as not impacting the speed regulator.  The DC blocking
filter eliminated the need to derate the inner speed loop gain.  Next we check the design for
robustness with respect to backlash.
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14.2.1.2 Spring Stiffness

Figure 14-11: Root Locus Spring Stiffness

It would be no use going to the time simulations if the filter design did not pass backlash muster.
We show the spring stiffness root locus with the closed inner speed loop.  The design looks good
as the locus stays comfortably in the left hand plane throughout.  Note we can sanity check the
locus as the end points should match with the end points of the locus of Figure 14.8 where we
closed the inner speed loop.
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14.2.2 Time Simulations

14.2.2.1 2-Inertia Model
We now proceed to time simulation using a 2-inertia model tuned up as per the chapter on site
verification.  We perform the usual speed and load steps both with and without backlash.

Figure 14-12: 2-Inertia Model Time Simulation - No Backlash

The simulation is with a 10r/s closed loop speed regulator with 25r/s feedforward work-torque.
(The simulations in the previous chapter were for 5r/s closed loop.)  Certainly there can be no
argument against the load steps – the REC keeps the resonance in check.  The control effort is
modest as the rate limiting is not excessive. The speed steps clearly have a faster response than
the 25r/s called for.  This exacerbates the dipsy-doodle in the response.  Figure 14.13 shows the
speed response when we set the feedforward to 20r/s -
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Figure 14-13: Speed Step -20r/s Feedforward

The reference is set to 25r/s.  The REC effectively adds in some more gain thereby making the
speed regulator “hotter” than intended as the response is 25r/s for a 20r/s setting.  This is not
really a problem as we can adjust the feedforward gain. (This is not the same as derating the
inner speed loop.) The shape of the motor speed response (red trace) is quite good considering
the heavy load inertia.  The load response (magenta trace) indicates some shaft wind-up effect
but of course none of the dipsy-doodle that the motor response shows.  We will use this 20r/s
feedforward tuning in the subsequent simulations.
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Figure 14-14: 2-Inertia Model Time Simulation With Backlash

The load step responses degrade somewhat with backlash but hold together well . The REC helps
keep the system out of the backlash region, so the ringing on the load step still stays in the linear
region.
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14.2.2.2 Full Inertia Model
The design model for the REC is of course the 2-inertia model.  This models the first natural
drivetrain frequency, but there are other modes as well and it behooves us to check the impact
the REC will have on them.  We turn now to the full inertia model as first presented in Chapter
13.

Figure 14-15: Full Inertia Model Time Simulation - No Backlash

Overall response is close to that of the 2-inertia model. Some of the 68Hz mode is showing up,
albeit very small.  The REC does have a high pass characteristic, so how much of this mode
shows up at site will depend on the system damping.
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Figure 14-16: Close Up Speed Step Response

As compared with the 2-inertia case, Figure 14.13, slightly more dipsy-doodle in the motor speed
step shows up, but otherwise very similar.  We close with a backlash example.
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Figure 14-17: Full Inertia Model Time Simulation - With Backlash

Compared with the 2-inertia case, Figure 14.12 , the load response is considerably worse,
however things still damp down within a few cycles as the REC takes effect.  Compared to the
no compensated case of the previous chapter, things are considerably better.  It is interesting to
note that the TAF is about the same, though the peak occurs on the second peak with the REC as
opposed to the first peak without. Note that the previous chapter these tests used a 5r/s speed
regulator whereas now we have a 10r/s regulator. If we repeat the test with the speed regulator
tuned to 5r/s, the load response and TAF are further improved.
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14.2.2.3 Roll Inertia Variation

Figure 14-18: Shaft TQ Responses for Load Inertia Range

As a final bench test, we would like to see the response for the maximum and minimum rollset
inertia values.  From the mill builder data,  these values should be within 1.5 and 1/1.5 the
nominal value.  For a tougher test, we will multiply the 2-inertia model load inertia by these
factors, which will result in a wider swing of values as the load inertia includes shafts and
coupling whose inertia do not change.  In doing so, assuming the spring stiffness is constant, we
wind up with values of the resonant frequency from 107.5 r/s (heavy rollset) to 113.8 r/s
(nominal) to 122.2 r/s (light rollset).  We simulate as before, for this range.  Figure 14.18 shows
the shaft torque responses for the three cases.  The REC filter holds together quite well.

14.3 Summary
Two versions of the REC were designed, one using compensator dynamics with a derated inner
speed loop gain, and the other using estimator dynamics with a high pass DC blocking filter.
The blocking filter helped decouple the REC from the speed regulator.  Even so, when
employing the work-torque speed regulator we found we had to turn down the feedforward gain
slightly.  Probably either version of the REC would suffice, but we went to site with the latter
version.  At this point, to the best of our knowledge, we can site test with confidence that the
REC will work in spite of the uncertainties previously enumerated.
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Chapter 15. REC Site Tests
The shaft torque frequency response waterfall and PRBS tests were all performed with similar
hot band strip (hot rolled strip from the same vendor).  There was variation in width, gauge and
metallurgical properties.  After monitoring the mill for a period of two months it was found that
the single biggest factor for resonant amplitude was the source of the hot band strip.  It is not
known why.

As seen before, frequency response waterfall plots are an excellent way to visualize what is
going on at the shaft.  We make use of the intrinsic torque ripple as a probing signal as seen by
the shaft torque sensor.  Coupled with a capable spectrum analyzer we have some of the best
means available to diagnose and troubleshoot drivetrain resonance problems.  We note that even
at steady state speed there is some variance in the waveform.

If we liken the waterfall plot to a movie, then surely the PRBS frequency response plot is akin to
a snapshot.  And by virtue of an exquisitely sensitive tachometer together with a PRBS spectrum
spewing a band of excitation frequencies we are sure to see in no small detail the entire system
response, from high to low.

Between these two types of tests we should be able to determine how well the REC functions.
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15.1 Waterfall Plots

Figure 15-1:  TQ REC Off  (10/5)  Speed Reg, 760 fpm Tailout

The upper plot is a slice from the lower plot.  The gradations are 2.5% peak PU with full scale
being 25% peak PU.  The torque sensor spectrum is 0-100Hz, with each trace in the waterfall
occurring every 1 second.  This plot was made with the REC turned off  with the speed regulator
set to 10r/s feedforward, 5r/s closed loop (10/5)  and a mill speed of 760 FPM, predicted to be
the worse run speed.

This figure  - a reprise from the chapter on site verification – is the “before” picture. The mill is
running at the worse speed for torque harmonics then tails out (clearly visible as the spectrum
goes flat after tailout). The 20Hz resonant frequency is over 25% peak PU.  Note the large DC
peak is the load torque. Without compensation, any speed regulator setting above 5 r/s closed
loop resulted in mill chatter and instability.  We now turn on the REC in the next figure.
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Figure 15-2:  TQ REC ON (10/5) Speed Regulator, 760 fpm, Tailout

This is the “after” picture, same conditions as the previous plot. The resonance is now around 1%
peak PU.  The REC is quite obviously effective in suppressing the mechanical resonance.  We
now show several more waterfall plots with various speed regulator settings in order to get a feel
for the variation in REC effectiveness.
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Figure 15-3:  TQ REC ON (10/5) Speed Regulator, 760 fpm
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Figure 15-4: TQ REC ON (10/10) Speed Reg, Tail Out
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Figure 15-5: TQ REC ON (20/10) Speed Reg, Tail Out

Speed regulator settings: (Feedforward r/s / closed loop r/s)

Discussion –
Figure 1. TQ REC Off (10/5) Speed Reg, 760 fpm Tailout: This figure  - a reprise from the

chapter on site verification – is the “before” picture. The mill is running at the worse
speed for torque harmonics then tails out. The gradations are 2.5% peak PU with full
scale being 25% peak PU.  The 20Hz resonant frequency is over 25% peak PU.  Note
the large DC peak is the load torque. Without compensation, any speed regulator
setting above 5 r/s closed loop resulted in mill chatter and instability.

Figure 2. TQ REC ON (10/5) Speed Regulator, 760 fpm, Tailout: This is the “after” picture,
same condition as the previous plot. The resonance is now around 1% peak PU.

Figure 3. TQ REC ON (10/5) Speed Regulator, 760 fpm: Another example under the same
conditions. Resonance now about 4% peak PU.

Figure 4. TQ REC ON (10/10) Speed Reg, Tail Out: The speed regulator is now 10r/s closed
loop with 10 r/s feedforward. Resonance is about 2% peak PU.

Figure 5. TQ REC ON (20/10) Speed Reg, Tail Out: Resonance is about 6% peak PU.
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15.2 PRBS Tests

Figure 15-6: Magnitude - TQ REC On, Speed Reg (25/10), 423 RPM

Figure 15-7: Phase - TQ REC On,  Speed Reg (25/10), 423 RPM
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Figures 15.6-7 show the magnitude and phase plots of the empirical transfer function estimate
for speed reference to speed feedback (blue trace). For comparison,  the black traces show the
continuous time model. The speed regulator was set for 25r/s feedforward, 10r/s closed loop. The
drive was running at 423 RPM, at the upper end of the speed range and in the field weakening
range. The magnitude of the ETFE is seen to be 3 dB down (yellow trace), slightly better than
the model. Broadly, the ETFE and model match well but there is some significant distortion in
the plots.  In an attempt to find the cause, the red traces mark the approximate ripple frequencies:
x1, x2 tach ripple, work roll, backup roll and x6 torque harmonic.  There are a number of points
that match which explains some of the distortion, notably that found at the dip due to the
complex conjugate zeros (not much signal there, so no surprise).  The worse distortion, the twin
peaks between 30-40r/s are not explained by any known ripple frequency.  However, note that
the x6 torque harmonic is at 85Hz, which is above the half-sampling frequency (Fs=90Hz).  The
x6 harmonic will alias back down as follows: |(f+Fs/2) mod Fs) – Fs/2| = 5.4Hz = 34r/s. This is a
plausible explanation for the distortion seen between 30-40r/s.

Figure 15-8: CT Time Model (TQ REC On) TQ Reference to Shaft TQ

Since the model matches the site data reasonably well, we can assume the model is calibrated to
reality.  This allows us to use the model to plot any other TF of interest.  For instance, we show
the model’s Torque Reference to Shaft Torque TF for a speed regulator setting of 10r/s
feedforward and 5r/s closed loop as in Figure 15.8.  The peak is about 6 dB for a gain of 2 at
80r/s.  This is in line with the shaft torque waterfall plots, Figure 15.2-3.  We now show another
PRBS example, this time below base speed.
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Figure 15-9: Magnitude - TQ REC On, Speed Reg (25/10), 149 RPM

Figure 15-10: Phase - TQ REC On, Speed Reg (25/10), 149 RPM
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This time the peak is 3 dB up.  Again there is a lot of distortion due to the various ripple
disturbances.  Note the large disturbance seen previously between 30-40r/s is gone.  The x6
torque harmonic clearly shows up at almost 200r/s.

15.3 Summary
From the PRBS and the waterfall plots, we note the variation in the peak shaft torques, from 1%
to 6% peak PU.  Even with this variation, the REC does a very good job allowing the main
drives to be run with hotter speed regulators while at the same time damping out the mechanical
resonance.

It should be noted that without compensation, running the mill at a reduced closed loop speed
regulator setting (5r/s) was no panacea as the resultant shaft torque was still in the 25% peak PU
range.  In fact, the drivetrain was so underdamped that high values of shaft torque ripple were
seen at any run speed. By contrast, with compensation, the mill could be run with a 10r/s closed
loop speed regulator and the resultant shaft torque no larger than 6%peak PU.

In a later chapter, we will use a statistical method to help get a better handle on process variation
and compensator effectiveness.  But first, we will show results using biquad notch filter
compensation.
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Chapter 16. Site Biquad Design & Test
Even though the REC is an involved and quite effective compensator design, we know from our
study of biquad notch filters in Chapter 4 that the biquad can also be quite effective under the
right circumstances.  Both types of filters demand knowledge of the plant under consideration as
well as the effect the filter has on all the outer loops.  And truth be told, this is actually the hard
part: An accurate plant model calibrated to reality.  In this chapter we will design a biquad notch
filter for site and show some results.  Unfortunately we do not have any waterfall plots in which
to help us discern the efficacy of the biquad’s service.  We do have, however, PRBS tests which
it is hoped will vouch for this compensator’s effectiveness at site.

16.1 Design
We know from our study of 2-inertia mechanical resonant systems that we can take advantage of
the high load-to-motor inertia ratio (1.7:1) in our biquad notch filter design.  We do this by
moving the numerator zeros off the jw-axis.  After some iteration, it was found that a filter ωo of
110r/s with numerator damping of 10% and denominator damping of 20% gave good results in
simulation.  Ideally, the numerator zeros attract the resonant poles. We wind up with resonant
poles of about 10% and 15% damping.  This is much preferable to merely attempting to cancel
the offending poles with the filter zeros as that would only afford an improvement in those
transfer functions that see the filter zeros.  We show the root locus as we close the inner and
outer sped loops.

Figure 16-1: Root Locus Inner Speed Loop
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Figure 16-2: Root Locus Outer Speed Loop

Clearly the notch filter pulls the mechanical resonant poles into the left hand plane.  The outer
speed loop looks similar to that seen previously for this system with the inertial and torque
regulator poles overshooting their ideal positions and colliding as is typical of systems with a
high load to motor inertia ratio.  The speed regulator response will be unaffected with the
exception of the damping that notch filter provides for the mechanical resonance.
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To gain an idea of the damping as seen at the shaft, we show the TF from torque reference to
shaft torque in Figure 16.3. We see from Figure 16.3 that the level of damping afforded by the
biquad notch filter is a resonant gain of 12 dB (4x) at 120r/s.

Figure 16-3: Torque Reference to Shaft Torque

We next show some PRBS test results both with and without the notch filter in place for
comparison.  We not only want to see how well the filter performs, but also to check the veracity
of our system model by overplotting the model on the ETFE.
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16.2 Site Results

Figure 16-4: No Compensation: ETFE + Model Comparison – (10/5) Speed Regulator

Figure 16-5: Biquad On: Magnitude - ETFE + Model (20/10) Speed Regulator
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Figure 16-6: Biquad On: Phase – ETFE + Model (20/10) Speed Regulator

Discussion –
It should be noted that similar variation as seen in the REC tests was also seen here with the
biquad notch filter.  We show some nominal cases.

Figure 4. The no compensation case for comparison (a reprise of Figure 13.5).  The model
overlays the ETFE for Speed reference to Speed Feedback. Peak is about 10dB.  The
speed regulator is 5r/s closed loop.

Figure 5. Biquad On: Magnitude. Speed regulator is set to 10r/s closed loop.  Note we cannot
set the speed regulator to 5r/s (so as to get a full comparison to Figure 16.4) since in
order for the notch filter to function effectively we need the gain afforded by the 20r/s
inner loop. The blue traces are the ETFE, the black traces are the continuous time
model for comparison, and the red chits mark likely ripple frequencies. There is
noticeable distortion in the plots, some of which can be attributed to the ripple
frequencies.  The model matches quite well otherwise. Peak is about 3.5dB.

Figure 6. Biquad On: Phase. General trend of the model matches the ETFE, though it seems the
effect of the ripple frequencies is even greater than in the magnitude plot.
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16.3 Summary
The notch filter was very effective, simple to design and to implement.  We were able to
leverage our study of mechanical systems which have a high load-to-motor inertia ratio in order
to design and simulate a filter which afforded good damping of the mechanical resonant poles.
This afforded use of a faster speed regulator (10r/s closed loop instead of 5r/s). Equally
important however, was the use of high quality pulse tachometers and fractional pulse algorithms
which obviated the need for any tach filtering, which otherwise would have impaired the notch
filter’s efficacy.  Note this observation is also true for the REC.  Tach filters – common with
analog tachs and sometimes used with pulse tachs – adds in additional phase lag which must then
be dealt with by the compensation.

We will do more comparisons between the REC and Biquad compensations in the next chapter,
where we will discuss a statistical method which attempts to account for process variation on
compensator effectiveness.
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Chapter 17. The Two Dimensional Control Chart
In trying to reduce the effects of drivetrain torsional vibration we found quite a bit of variation
about nominal in our plant measurements.  The nature of the problem is that parameters such as
shaft spring stiffness and damping are difficult to ascertain due to the high degree of uncertainty
inherent in the plant.  Two problems arise, therefore:

1) Determination of drivetrain parameters.
2) Verification of resonance compensation effectiveness.

Since we do know the drive response as measured in the lab, and the inertias, Item(1) amounts to
measurement of the closed loop resonant frequency and amplitude. This allows us to use
empirical transfer function estimation (ETFE) with the estimated transfer function being speed
reference to speed feedback as speed feedback is an easily obtained measurement.

The problem with this approach is that damping and even the resonant frequency may change
with mill operating conditions.  Even at some nominal operating point, there is a certain amount
of jitter in the resonant frequency and amplitude.  In the past, an educated guess was used to
determine whether the model fit the reality, but the jitter made this difficult to do. The question
then, is to quantify how much variation in the resonant frequency and amplitude should be
expected given a certain amount of plant uncertainty.  Or in other words, how much variation
about a nominal plant model should we expect.  If the variation is more than we expect, we reject
the model, otherwise we accept it.

The same approach applies to the determination of compensator effectiveness:  Given the
nominal plant model with the (fixed) compensator in place, how much variation should we
expect in compensator performance.  We don’t want to break out the champagne should the
resonant amplitude drop more than the nominal, nor should we be overly concerned if the
resonant amplitude attenuation is somewhat less than the nominal.  There should be some range
in the expected performance.

This type of analysis is called sensitivity analysis and gets fiendishly difficult to perform for even
a modestly realistic model.  Fortunately, an easier way was found that makes use of  Monte
Carlo simulation and a  little bit of statistics: the two dimensional control chart or ellipse. This
technique was developed after initial site tests of the REC, so even though a lot of data was
collected on site, it was not collected specifically for use with the control ellipse. The effect of
mill operating point on the resonant frequency and amplitude was poorly appreciated at the time.
As is so often the case, it is only after the fact that things begin to get sorted out, leading one to
wish for just a “few more tests” at site. Even so, with the limited data available, we can apply the
control ellipse to gain a better understanding of plant variation on compensator effectiveness
than would be otherwise.
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17.1 Control Charts
In statistical process control, there is the concept of control charts. These have been around for
sometime and are quite simple, yet effective for determining whether a process is in control.
From the statistics of the process, a range is determined for some variable under measurement.
At it’s simplest, should the measurement be out of range, the part is rejected and the process is
said to be out of control.  Typically, however, there are two bands and the measurement may be
allowed to jump in and out the “OK” band in some prescribed way before the process is declared
deficient.  Since usually only one measurement is plotted over time, this is a one-dimensional
control chart.

17.2 The Two Dimensional Control Chart
In consultation with Dennis Mclnerney, statistical process control expert, a way was found
around the analytical bottleneck described earlier. He suggested the “boot-strap” method:
Simulate the process for a number of iterations, with each iteration being randomly perturbed in
some way from nominal, Monte Carlo fashion.  After each iteration, plot the appropriate  transfer
function and mark the resonant frequency and amplitude.  After a number of iterations, a region
will be formed containing each iteration’s mark of resonant frequency and amplitude. The
boundaries of this region will be an ellipse. By specifying what percentage of the marks we wish
to lie within the ellipse, we can be said to form a confidence (or control) ellipse, as opposed to a
confidence interval for a single random variable.  The confidence ellipse has some interesting
properties which will be discussed later.  Contrast this method with that of changing a single
parameter at a time then simulating.  Not only would this be time consuming but the effect of
combinations of parameter changes would not be taken into account.  The proposed method
would allow for this and be reasonably time efficient.
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17.3 Parameter Determination

Figure 17-1: Simulation & Control Ellipse

We wish to determine the nominal closed loop frequency – or frequencies as the case may be.
The method is simply to take enough data at a given operating point to be able to determine a
nominal resonant frequency and amplitude and to tune the variance of the parameter perturbation
to reproduce the variation seen in the data.  For the present case we use a 5r/s speed regulator,
10r/s feedforward.  See Figure 17.1. Thirty iterations of the frequency response are performed,
with the nominal being the blue trace.  The red star denotes the nominal peak resonance, while
the yellow stars denote the peak resonance for each iteration. The ellipse is designed to enclose
95% of the stars, which will leave one or two outside. The simulation is done in MATLAB.

Now different data sets can be overplotted on the control ellipse as it is “portable”.  Should the
majority of data from a new data set lay outside the control ellipse we should suspect that the
plant has varied enough to warrant a new nominal resonant frequency and amplitude.  This at
least gives us an idea of what we are up against. An example is shown in Figure 17.2.  (Normally
a number of data sets taken under the same operating conditions would be over-plotted, but for
clarity’s sake only one set is shown.)
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Figure 17-2: ETFE with Control Ellipse Overlaid

The ellipse fits over the site frequency response nicely, indicating that our choice of nominal
model parameters - for this operating point - is reasonable.  No surprise since we tuned the
simulation to match the site data as near as possible for this operating point.  Note that the angle
of the ellipse implies a correlation between resonant frequency and amplitude.  This makes sense
insofar as a higher resonant frequency would see more linear phase shift due to the time lags and
hence a more underdamped response.  Also note the quite hefty variation – 10:1 in amplitude,
1.5:1 in frequency.

We have used “mill operating point” as if it was a well defined term. In practice it may take
some experimenting to see what this actually implies.  It was understood from the start that this
would encompass speed regulator settings and eventually parameters such as strip gage and
width.  Other parameters such as hot band vendor also became apparent. Steel type may also
have an effect.  Also important is operating practice.  After roll change, it is customary to roll
with narrow width at first and then progress to wider widths.  For a given set of tests we would
like to keep everything constant, but this may not always be possible.
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17.4 Determination of Compensator Effectiveness
Given what we know about the plant we can design compensation for the plant resonance.  How
effective that compensation is remains to be seen.  From the previous discussion of the non
compensated case we saw a  large range of variation particularly in the resonant amplitude, so
we should expect some variation with the compensation in place.  We now simulate, using the
same parameter variation statistics as the non-compensated case developed in the previous
section.

17.4.1 Shaft Torque Transfer Function
The TF from torque reference to shaft torque is plotted with the REC on and off.  Speed
regulator is 5r/s closed loop, 10r/s feedforward as used previously.

Figure 17-3: Shaft Torque ETFEs and Control Ellipses

Low Gain Nominal Gain High Gain
Compensation Off 12dB (x4) 20dB (x10) 30dB (x32)
REC On 5dB (x1.8) 9dB (x2.8) 13dB (x4.5)

Table 17-1: Gain Tabulation

The difference in nominal gains with the REC off and on is about 4:1, with the low gain side
with the REC off being close to that of the high gain side with the REC on.  What the tabulation
does not tell us, which a glance at the plots do, is that the variance with the compensation on is
considerably less than the non-compensated case.
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How does this compare with the site data?  First we note that with no compensation, the shaft
torque waterfall presented previously, Figure 13.4, showed a ripple of 25% peak PU for a
presumed gain of 25 or 28dB.  This is high, but still within the high end range of the control
ellipse. Remember, the parameter variation statistics were set to match the non-compensated case
for the speed feedback TF, not shaft torque.  With the REC on, ripple was reduced to the
neighborhood of 1% to 4% PU (Figures 15.2,3) which is close to the range predicted.

17.4.2 Speed Feedback ETFE

Figure 17-4: TQ REC On - Speed Feedback ETFE and Control Ellipse

We run the simulation – again with the same parameter variation as previous – this time with a
10r/s closed loop speed regulator and 10r/s feedforward with the REC on.  Now we overplot the
control ellipse with data taken at the same speed regulator setting. We find the ETFE data is
slightly out-of-bounds compared with the ellipse by about 2dB.  Since several data sets at this
operating point all showed about the same resonant amplitude, we can conclude that the
compensator is close to the predicted robustness given our limited data sets.
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17.5 Biquad Notch Filter

Figure 17-5: Biquad - Speed FB TF with Overlaid Control Ellipse

The speed regulator is set for 10r/s closed loop, 20r/s feedforward. As expected, the biquad filter
effectiveness and variation lies somewhere between the non-compensated and REC cases. The
speed feedback ETFE in fits in the middle of the control ellipse in good agreement with the
model.
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Figure 17-6: Biquad & Shaft TQ REC with Overlaid Control Ellipses

Low Gain Nominal Gain High Gain
Compensation Off 12dB (x4) 20dB (x10) 30dB (x32)
Biquad On 7.5dB (x2.4) 15dB (x5.6) ± 6.9dB 23dB (x14)
REC On 4.3dB (x1.6) 6.5dB (x2.1) ± 2.2 dB 9dB (x2.8)

Table 17-2: Gain Tabulation

Speed regulator set as previously.  Here the difference in nominal gains between no
compensation and the filters is:

Nominal Gain Difference between  No Compensation and Filter
Biquad -5dB (1.8:1)
REC -13.5dB (4.7:1)

Table 17-3: Gain Difference

The variance for both REC and biquad compensation is certainly less than the non-compensated
case.  This can be quantified from the major and minor axes of the control ellipses which can be
computed via the eigenvalues of the data covariance matrix as discussed in Section 17.7.  The dB
variance is shown for the nominal case in Table 17.2.
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17.6 Simulation & Parameter Variation
Up to this point we have not discussed how we varied the plant parameters at each iteration of
the simulation, nor have we discussed the simulation in any depth.  Figure 17.7 shows the block
diagram.
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Figure 17-7: Topology

The following parameters were randomly (zero mean, normal distribution) varied:
•  Torque Regulator Response
•  Time Delay
•  Two-inertia model spring stiffness
•  Two-inertia model motor inertia
•  Two-inertia model load inertia

The variance was the same in each case, 0.01. Several points need to be made:

1) We do not purport to model the actual process by which resonant frequency and damping
changes with mill condition. No roll bite simulation is included. By varying the inertias and
stiffness we do produce changes in the resonant frequency, but we are not saying that the
stiffness or inertias are actually changing in the real process.  We do know that the torque
regulator response does vary a certain amount in practice as does the time lag.

2) With this technique we have replaced one educated guess with another.  Without the two-
dimensional control chart it was an educated guess as to what the underlying resonant
frequencies are and how effective is the compensation in the face of a lot of plant
uncertainly. With the 2-D control chart we still have to make some assumptions as to what to
vary and by how much. Hopefully it’s more educated and less guess than before.

3) It takes data.  From the empirical data we can get an idea of how much the uncompensated
system varies at some operating condition. We use this to guide our parameter variance for
the non-compensated system.
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17.7 Description of the Method
We assume a bivariate Gaussian probability density function [14] –
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We can start to make sense of this rather formidable expression by concentrating on the
exponent, giving us the following quadratic form,
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where,
ρσσσµµ ,,,, , XYYXYX

are the sample means, variances and covariances, and correlation coefficient.  It may not be
obvious at first glance, but if we write the expression for an ellipse,
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we see that Equation 17.2 is simply a fancier form of an ellipse that as been shifted and rotated.
In a sense, Equation 17.3 and hence Equation 17.2, are expressions of distance from a point to
the origin or some mean point ( )YX µµ , , normalized by the variance.  The ellipse therefore has
major and minor axes of whose half-lengths are simply the standard deviations of the x and y
samples values multiplied by the value of c,

YX cc σσ ±± ,

Equation 17.2 is somewhat messy to work with, fortunately we can express the same thing in
matrix notation,
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where P, is the covariance matrix. For n=2 (the bivariate case),
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Again, concentrating on the exponent, we have the quadratic form,
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The difference between Equations 17.1 and 17.4 is that we can now leverage some nice results
from matrix theory.  Specifically, spectral decomposition allows us to express the P matrix in
terms of it’s eigenvalues (λ) and eigenvectors (e), for the bivariate case,

TT eeeeP 222111 λλ += (17.6)

The significance of this is simply that we can express the ellipse in a convenient non-rotated co-

ordinate system [ ]Tee 21 ,  based on the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, P. The eigenvalues
now correspond to the transformed variances,

21, λλ cc ±±

This is easy to compute in MATLAB.  Once we have the parameters of the ellipse, we can figure
the rotation angle (again easy to do) and rotate the ellipse back into our original, reference co-
ordinate system.  Notice that the size of the ellipse does not change – even though the variances
and co-variances do – when we change co-ordinate systems.  By simply rotating we do not
change the size of the ellipse.

Matrix theory tells us that the eigenvalues of 1−P  will be the inverses of those of P and the
eigenvectors will be the same.   If we substitute Equation 17.6 into Equation 17.5 we can equate
the quadratic forms and we wind up with expressions for the variances and covariances in terms
of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of P.

Statistical theory tells us that if we want to encompass 95% of the sample points with the ellipse,
then the constant c in Equation 17.2 is determined by a 2-degree of freedom 2χ -distribution.

We give an example.

Let 1x be 30 random data points normally distributed with 0 mean, variance 1.
Let n  be 30 random data points normally distributed with 0 mean, variance .01.
Let nxx += 12 2 , where we have “corrupted” the linear relation between 21 , xx with noise, n.
Figure 17.8 shows the scatter plot with the points plotted in yellow.  The red line is a degenerate
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ellipse which makes an angle of 63.4° with the x-axis.  (The red dot is the mean of the sample
set.) Because the additive noise is so small, this angle is what would be expected of a line with
slope 2.

Now we generate another sample set, this time we let the variance of the noise be 1 – much
higher than previous. The scatter plot of this data set is shown in blue.

Figure 17-8: Example Confidence Ellipses

The underlying relation is still visible, but because of the noise, the angle of the ellipse with the
x-axis is now 68.9°.  Notice also that the ellipse encloses 28 points or 93% of the points.  Clearly
the confidence ellipse is encompassing the data as it should.
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Chapter 18. Conclusions
The assignment started out innocuous enough: Figure out some way to knock out the drive’s
torque ripple so it doesn’t aggravate the mill’s drivetrain mechanical resonance.  After some
study, it was concluded to go with state feedback with state estimator.  “Let the drive experts
take care of the torque ripple,” it was reasoned, “we’ll take care of  damping the mechanical
resonance.”

To this end, several variations of the textbook LQR/LQE/LTR state feedback with estimator
compensation were studied sans reference input [18].  Robustness studies showed that full
compensator dynamics gave the best margins with respect to variations of torque regulator
response, time delay, unmodeled lag and resonant frequency at least insofar as the REC “inner-
inner” loop is concerned.  Derating the inner speed loop gain would still be required.  In certain
cases, using estimator dynamics proved efficacious.  This latter resulted in the compensator order
being reduced by an amount equal to the order of the Pade approximation.  A high pass DC
blocking filter eliminated load torque induced compensator offset.  At the same time, this
isolated the REC loop from the outer speed loops eliminating the need for derating the inner
speed loop gain.  Notch filter compensation was also investigated.  Depending on the drivetrain,
a properly designed notch can supply a fair amount of damping. Which of the several
compensator schemes to use depends on the dictates of the particular mill mechanical system.

No matter the form of the compensation, careful simulation, such as successive root locus on all
three major loops, must be performed to vet the design.  Before that even, the relevant
mechanical system and drivetrain parameters (open loop resonant frequency for one) must be
obtained for incorporation into the REC design model and for use in the various simulations.
These parameters must verified at site.  The same is as true for the biquad notch filter design as
for the REC design.  Surprises are no fun at site.  There is no substitute for knowledge of
backlash, multiple mass systems and system identification in order to diagnose, troubleshoot,
design and test compensation of resonant drivetrains.  The usefulness of such concepts as
robustness, phase and gain margins becomes readily apparent with such systems.

During the course of study, it was found that perhaps the single greatest factor for aggravating
underdamped drivetrains is the presence of time and phase delays.  These should be avoided as
much as possible.  The REC performed well both in the lab and at site, even with the system time
lags - as they were incorporated in the compensator design model.  With reduced time lags, the
various methods presented in the Literature Review become more feasible, such as follower
control or PD control.

It is hoped, should the reader reach this point, that at the very least he or she finds the topic – if
not the presentation - of this thesis worthy of the space devoted to it.
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